Introduction

In tro duc tion to Wilfrid Sellars: No tre Dame Lectures 1969-1986

“A flower in the crannied wall,” Sellars describes these Lec tures while plucking his philosophy out of the crannies, roots and
all.1 “One of the basic tasks that philosophy has to do is to raise
questions,” he remarks, “to open up conceptual possibilities…philosophers should not regard themselves as merely owls of Minerva
who come back in the night after the day is done. They should also
be “her alds of the dawn” who cre ate the cat ego ries in terms of
which science is reju venated.” In this, the No tre Dame Lectures do
not disappoint. As a measure of the fruition of the monumental
changes Sellars envisions and his hope of a reunification of science
and philosophy, the lectures stand alone. From the pointed critiques of Parmenides, Plato, Aristotle and Wittgenstein, to the
playful scolding of Carnap, Bergman, Firth, Chisholm and Quine,
Sellars encourages philosophers to take up the challenge of giving
direction to the future of the cognitive sciences.
Time and the world order provide a recurring theme for the lectures. Yet they un fold into the nature of time itself, events, facts, existence, conceptual change and meaning—all of which play a
crit ical role. The No tre Dame Lectures even il lus trate Sellars’ exasperation with himself because he was slow to recognize the ineluctable development of his own theory of events, facts, and time.
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See “What Re ally Ex ists 1969” in the lecture transcripts (avail able online,
key word search ‘Sellars Notre Dame Lec tures’). The lecture titles assigned by
the Notre Dame Archives at the Hesburgh Li brary have been retained except
where com bi na tion seemed ap pro pri ate.
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Events

Often funny and relent lessly metaphysical, the Notre Dame
Lectures aim at Sellars’ favor ite tar gets: Relationalism and
Givenness.2 But like a master craftsman determined to clean out the
toolshed, he is equally determined not to throw any thing out. If an
idea served but can serve no longer, perhaps it’s time to understand
why it worked as well as it did for so long? So, disappointment will
likely greet those looking for a new sys tem to replace the old system: for Sellars, getting there is definitely the fun. If any thing, what
strikes us as re markable about these Lec tures is the display of
Sellars’ ability to cut right to the heart of an is sue. “Turn him to any
cause of policy, The Gordian knot of it he will unloose,” and once
cut, he is on to an other. At times, the No tre Dame Lecture’s play ful
common sense overshadows the fact that they provide a cross-section of Sellars’ views during a time of energetic development.
Since the lectures include portions of published papers, they present a priceless oppor tunity to see the lectures with embellishments
by the author. The running commentary, supplemented by shrewd
questions from an historically proficient and insightful audience3
provides subtle clues to Sellars’ thinking on the future of a variety
of core top ics. Although the tapes were at times virtually un intelligible and, of course, contained no diagrams, the transcription is
reasonably accurate and adequately indexed for those with
paleographic aspirations. Sellars habitually made up words—in the
Platonic sense—harnessing existing terms for his own device and
this presented an additional challenge. Regrettably some tapes in
this long series were unavailable but perhaps one day they will be
transcribed. With the notable exception of contributions by RWS
(Sellars’ father), McMullin and the anony mous participants in the
2
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Relationalism con trasts with Inferentialism (see, Rob ert Brandom’s Ar tic ulat ing Rea sons). Inferentialism is diffi cult. Couched in one met a phor or an other (which WS play fully char ac ter izes as “zap ping,” “grasping,” “24
Karat”), common sense clings to the Aristo te lian’s Relationalistic leg acy:
knowing is the mind’s be coming “like” the ob ject. Phe nomen ol ogy is epis te mology. This “nat u ral simi lar ity” de fined intentionality for so long, an alter na tive to which Inferentialistic the o ries can appeal has yet to take root.
Sellars, stand ing at the thresh old of Inferentialism, re jects the givenness upon
which the ed i fice of Relationalism stands but wants to re ha bil i tate phe nomen ol ogy—not toss it aside. This cre ates a meta physi cal ten sion, seen through out
the lec tures, be tween Sellars’ dot-quote anal y sis and his phe nomen ol ogy.
Ernan McMullin and Cornelius Delaney, for ex ample.
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Q&A, most of the available tracks are included. The transition from
track to track is included for reference purposes.
It was Sellars’ habit to develop his views in the course of ongoing presentations to graduate students and graduate faculty and to
give them a debut at Notre Dame. My own work with Sellars overlapped many of the lectures that appear here. Sellars’ run ning commentary on published papers provides insights that would
otherwise have been lost.

Events
Of a certainty, there are no events or facts. The evo lu tion of
Sellars’ theory of events serves as the keystone of this introduction.
It isn’t that time, facts and events provided an unusual challenge to
Sellars. It is rather more like Kant, who saw that once all the other
problems were solved, the nature of time and space flowed from the
solutions. In these lectures, while he acknowledges the evolution of
his views from the writing of Empiricism and the Philosophy of
Mind, the treatment of events is the only case where he acknowledges an earlier mistake.
Wilfrid Sellars [here after ‘WS’] begins “Time and the World
Order” by recalling his discovery that the ‘problem of time’ was rivaled by only the ‘mind-body problem’ in the degree to which it
immediately tangled him in all the major concerns of philosophy.
As we read TWO, our exegetical task becomes doubly difficult because, while he sees the ar gu ment in “Time and the World Order” as
commencing with familiar puzzles about truth and time, from our
perspective, the context has receded into the history of philosophy. 4 The essay begins by addressing C. D. Broad’s attempt to respond to McTaggart’s work on the unreality of time. And naturally,
like any pe riod piece, it begins right in the middle of their story: WS
examines Broad’s response to McTaggart almost ad seriatim as
these responses appear in portions of the Examination of
4

The ab bre vi a tions for Sellars’ works are stan dard and ap pear in James
O’Shea’s Wilfrid Sellars (Pol ity, 2007), Willem deVries Wilfrid Sellars
(Ithaca, 2005) and any edi tion of Sellars’ works published by Ridgeview
Press.
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McTaggart’s Philsophy volumes I and II.5 As a result, it makes
TWO a work to be avoided by those without a sense of history.
Some of the dialectic appears to come “out of the blue” for anyone
unfamiliar with the contemporary texture of their debate. Sellars
frequently char acterized time in ways that were common during
those exchanges but which often leave a contemporary audience
with a sense that they have missed an important ingredient in a recipe. Since it is not necessary for us to start from scratch, our
progress will not be slowed by a need to reconstruct the analytical
machinery from the earlier period.
As WS admits, during the course of the Notre Dame Lectures,
TWO incorporates a mistaken theory of events. His remarkable
apology for the error acknowledges the significance of the mistake:
a metaphysical mistake about the ulti mate nature of reality. The
far-reaching changes that his new theory of events bring about
were never carried out. However he does provide enough suggestions on how to proceed so that we are able to do some of the
renovation ourselves.
It will be necessary to pre suppose a basic familiarity with the
use of dot-quoting (figure 1) as a means for tackling thorny ontological issues. A “dot-quote primer” is provided in an appendix to
the transcript of the No tre Dame Lectures for those un familiar with
the machinery WS puts in place.6
Historically, familiarity with Carnap, Wittgenstein and a mod est appreciation of the history of philosophy suffice to bring out the
effect of the dot-quotes. With a minimal amount of violence to our
historical integrity, the effect can be brought out as follows. Speaking from the 1st person, phenomenological point of view, we have
concepts pertaining to things (1st intentions), concepts pertaining
to concepts of things (2nd intentions) and so on up the semantic ladder. ‘Concepts’ are misnamed because, being nothing more than
5
6

Ex am i na tion of McTaggart's Phi los o phy by C. D. Broad, vol ume I and II,
(Ox ford Uni ver sity Press, 1933).
Re cent stud ies by James R. O’shea, Wilfrid Sellars: Natu ral ism with a Nor ma tive Turn (Pol ity, 2007), and Willem A. DeVries, Wilfrid Sellars
(McGill-Queen’s, 2005) give all the es sen tials. In the Space of Rea sons: Se lected Es says of Wilfrid Sellars (HUP, 2007) by K. Scharp and Rob ert
Brandom pro vide key texts while Brandom’s Tales of the Mighty Dead: His tori cal Essays in the Metaphysics of Intentionality (HUP, 2002) puts them in
con text.
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varieties of conceiv-ings, there is nothing static or atomistic about
them: each is resolved into, as the peripatetic scholastics would say,
a role or “of fice” which constitutes what it is to know the very thing
to which the concept pertains. It is knowledge classically construed
as the mind becoming like the object—knowledge at its best, what
it is like to be a knower. But the fea ture of Sellars’ ac count that
would have the peripatetics hurling themselves out of windows is
the universal triangularity
the ‘the ‘city’’ type
the species the lion
type

kind

quality
names

the ‘city’

triangularity

classifier

the lion

city city city
tokens

instances

Fig ure 1. Here “type,” “qual ity,” “kind” are on par as are the trio “the ‘city’,” “tri an gu larity,” “the lion” and de scending to the world, as are the trio made of the three
cit ies, the three tri an gles and the three lions. First, imag ine re plac ing the sin gle
quotes with dot-quotes, then, “trian gu larity” would be treated like “the ‘city’” on
the left but would be playing the clas si cal con ceptual role played by the kind term,
‘the lion’ on the right. Hence, “trian gu larity” is a dis guised “the trian gu lar” function ing like lionkind but we call it a qual ity. Climb ing the se man ti cal lad der an other
rung, yields thoughts of the ‘•the•city••’ which merely reflects the clas si cal dis tinction between “be ing tri an gu lar” one step down, and “be ing tri an gu larity” up a
step. The scho lastics reserve this third level for “log i cal universals” or “metaphysi cal uni ver sals”and treat “con cepts” as dynamic roles or “offices” forming the cog ni tive econ omy.

his insistence that the interesting features of thought are beyond the
reach of introspection, intuition, self-consciousness, self-anything
really. Those items of which we can be immedi ately aware are left overs from the Pleistocene—chunks of colored stuff—and even
that his contemporaries got wrong. Thus, when one thinks about the
semantic functioning of “thoughts” or “words” and the way their
“office” is constituted by the “privileges and duties” that make up
the office (the “web” that makes them what they are), one needs an
entirely new metaphor. As we move up the semantics ladder, introspection is a worthless, empty metaphor yet it is up the semantic
ladder, into the breach of the “inferential web,” so to speak, where
all the interesting things are happening.
As his metaphor for “concepts,” Sellars uses the metaphor of
Chess and Tess (Texas-chess) but the pieces of any for mal game
will serve; even Battleships firing Guns in Conway’s Game of Life
works as a healthy in tuition pump. The idea is to wean oneself away
from the Relationalism—relational theo ries of meaning, reference,
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denotation, standing for, exemplifying etc.—and change to a diet
of incredibly complex semantic relations, that is, the syntactic activity that brings about the semantic activity. Sellars’ view is easy
to understand but difficult to internalize: introspection and reflection, however mentally challenged, seems so good and served so
well that it is a shame to see them go. As a point of ref erence, Figure
1 will serve to illustrate how Sellars’ dot-quotes “relate” to ordinary quotes. A rough idea of how they work serves the immediate
purpose because WS provides a considerable amount of
commentary in the course of the No tre Dame Lectures.
Introducing Events
The best way to introduce the story of Sellars’ change of heart
on events, is to relate how my own puzzles about the theory of
events came about. While studying WS’ analy sis of meaning, a
question developed that couldn’t be resolved, the more I thought
about it, the more confused I got. During a discussions, I asked him
the following question, “the theory of events presented in TWO
complements the discussion of meaning that occurs in, for example, Truth and Correspondence, because in both, events are objects
“in the world”—basic derivative objects in the one and linguistic
events in the other—but in your later work, for example, MCP,7
events are not in the world.
WS’s immedi ate response will have to wait be cause un less one
knows the relevant background it is impossible to get his joking reply. Instead, it’s necessary to spell out the conflict between the later
theory of events and the analy sis of meaning before giving WS’s
solution to the problem. We can begin by look ing at the theory of
meaning and lin guistic events. This will allow us to ab stract away
from the philosophy of time—to which we will return after finishing with the problem regarding events.
The first point is methodological and concerns a preferred strategy that WS uses to great effect—due to his singular genius for
striking right at the heart of a problem. WS comments that
Reichenbach gives us a procedure for going from statements about
7

I will use ‘MCP’ for “Meta physics and the Con cept of a Per son” in stead of the
stan dard, ‘MP’.
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events to statements about things: a procedure found in the “Introduction” to Reichenbach’s Elements of Symbolic Logic.8 What WS
appears to mean is Reichenbach’s method of “rational reconstruction” (following Carnap) for regimenting language. We can see the
method of rational reconstruction play ing a part when we realize
that WS’s application of the notion of meaning is not to speech or
thought as currently con ceived. Our current concept of thought already con tains the resources that Sellars is try ing to explain so he
rationally reconstructs our current model of speech and thought
into one that is not in use. In the reconstructed version, thought is
construed as the level of overt, meaningful linguistic expression
which is mere event and not action (i.e., not underwritten by inner
thought episodes). The rational reconstruction puts aside our current explanation of speech in terms of thought. According to
Sellars, the reconstructed version does not presupposes the concept
of thought. Thus, the reconstructed application of the concepts of
meaning are not to the notion of speech as currently con ceived.
The rational reconstruction is motivated by a “myth” that allows us
to see the plausibility of an “evolutionary” scenario in which it was
reasonable to adopt our current model of thought.9 The subsequent
reconstruction of our model of speech occurs at the end of his myth
about conceptual development.
Armed with appropriate warnings about methodology and his
proposal to use overly simplified models, it is apparent that in the
late 50’s, Sellars thought of events as objects in the world in a narrow sense that in cludes Soc rates, Caesar, and Cassio but not triangu larity—which is in the world in a broad sense. 10
Names, he notes, connote criteria and name the ob jects which
satisfy these cri teria. We have distin guished between two rad ically
different kinds of ob ject which we may il lustrate, respectively, by
Socrates and by Roundness. Roughly the distinction is between

TWO, 542. The ac tual ap pli ca tion of Reichenbach’s method oc curs in sec tion
48, where Reichenbach de scribes what he thinks of as a means for reg i ment ing
con ver sa tional lan guage.
9 Lec ture notes from one of WS’s lec tures on the “myth,” the Myth of Jones fol lows this in tro duc tion.
10 See the lec ture “Lan guage and Mean ing 1969” for his use of mod els.
8
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those objects which are concepts and those which are not. Non-conceptual objects can be further subdivided.
26. Non-con cep tual ob jects can be roughly divided into basic
and derivative. Derivative objects can be informally characterized as those which are re ferred to by noun expressions that can
be elim inated by contex tual def inition. In this sense events are
derivative objects in the physical-thing framework. State ments about the events in which physical things partic ipate can
be re duced to statements in which all the non-pred ica tive ex pressions refer to physical things.’ In the frame work of kinetic
theory, as classically pre sented, the basic objects (granted that
we can speak of the oret ical ob jects) would be individual
molecules.11

In terms of the developing treatment of abstract entities from
“Grammar and Existence: A Preface to Ontology” in 1960 through
“Abstract Entities” in 1963, Sellars position above can be put by
contrasting two ways of being in the world:
(a) an item is in the world in the narrow sense when it does not
involve linguistic norms and roles (it is not “dot-quoted”)
(b) an item is in the world in the broad sense which does involve
linguistic norms and roles (it is “dot-quoted”) from the standpoint of a fellow participant.12
On this view, Sellars circa 1957, would say
Circularity and triangularity are in the world in the broad
sense
but,
Caesar’s crossing and Cassio’s loving are in the world in the
narrow sense.
Sellars continues:
Actually, the relation between an episode expressions and
tensed statements which are about things rather than episodes

11 LT (The Lan guage of The o ries), 1961, para graph 26.
12 WS comments on the care with which “in the world” should be han dled, TTC

(To wards a Theory of the Cat e go ries), 65. Here the formal cate gory, state of affairs, has the mate rial cat e gory, event sub sumed under it.
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[events] is quite simple, and has been for mulated with rea sonable clarity by more than one phi losopher. 13

The “philosopher” is Reichenbach whose “transformations”
Sellars finds illuminating and therefore, are worth pausing to
consider.
Reichenbach
It serves the in terest of complete ness to take a passing glance at
Reichenbach’s event analy sis although nothing crucial hinges on
it. Some of what Reichenbach presupposes, WS flatly rejects but
WS refers to it any way so it’s worth a look.
The distinction between events and things, according to
Reichenbach, plays a role in daily life. An inauguration, an assassination, a marriage are events, not things; language contains
event-expressions which are often descriptions, not proper names.
For example,
the inauguration of Kennedy took place in Washington,
or
the assassination of Kennedy followed the Bay of Pigs invasion.
The first contains a two-term relation between an event and a thing,
the second, a relation between two events. It is often possible to
eliminate event-ex pres sions, as in the first sen tence above, which
can be stated in equivalent form
Kennedy was inaugurated in Washington
In the second, Reichenbach thinks that the equivalent statement
must contain a time. As a result, although the event-expressions can
be eliminated, new event arguments in the symbols for time, ‘t2’
and ‘t1’ cannot eliminated and time points are, events (“classes of
simultaneous events” as he refers to them):
Kennedy was assassinated at t1 and the Bay of Pigs was invaded at t2.
13 TWO, 542.
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In deed, time sequence can be for mulated only as relations be tween
events.
Using the term ‘situation’ to refer to the object corresponding
to a proposition, by describing a situation in a proposition composed of a function and argument, the situation splits into argument-ob ject and pred icate-object (i.e., property or attribute). As
seen above, a situation can be split in two ways.
Thus, a sentence that is about “things” (‘Kennedy was inaugurated’) can be trans formed into a sen tence about events, an E-sen tence (‘Kennedy’s inauguration took place’) by means of the
following. Suppose the ‘*’ stands for a meta-linguistic function
taking thing-sentences into event predicates. So, ‘is the inauguration of Kennedy’ is the value of the function for the argument ‘Kennedy is inaugurated.’ The event term ‘the inauguration of
Kennedy’ is a definite description that is symbolized using the ‘ι’
and where ‘vi’ denotes the event:
(ιv)[f(Kennedy is inaugurated)]*(v )
To symbolize ‘the inauguration of Kennedy took place’ we have:
(x)(x = (ιv)[f(x1)]*(v ))
using ‘f(x1)’ to stand for the thing-sentence and the brackets to indicate the scope of the as terisk ‘*’. The pro cedure is completely gen eral. Ac cord ing to Reichenbach, ref erences to events can be
replaced by references to things (and vice versa): The gen eral transformation rule (§48) is
f(x1) ≡ g(v1)
where ‘v1’ denotes the event, and ‘g’ the event property. The unusual ‘ ≡’ (not reproduced here) indicates that the connective involved might include P-implications (see §60). The transformation
for ‘f(x1)’ and ‘g(v1)’ is wholistic in the sense that wholes are equiv alent to each other without a direct correspondence between the
parts.
By the equivalence, an event and its property can be defined in
terms of a thing and its property; the examples above illustrate the
two ways of split ting a situation; these he calls, thing-splitting and
event-splitting. Switching to the metalanguage, we can show that
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an event-argument and its predicate can be defined as a function of
a thing-argument and its predicate.
Let ‘ f(x1)’ mean ‘Kennedy is inaugurated’, ‘g’ is the pred icate
‘inauguration of Kennedy’, that is a function of both the predicate
‘is inaugurated’ and the argument ‘Kennedy’. Reichenbach uses an
asterisk for the in dicator of the tran sition to event-split ting and
writes the function ‘g’ (from the transformation rule above) in the
form ‘[f(x1)]*’ Thus, the expression ‘g(v1)’ can be re placed by
‘[f(x1)]*(v1)’. The argument ‘v1’ is the name of the event that has the
property [f(x1)]* and has a value given the predicate ‘is inaugurated’ and the argument ‘Kennedy’. Since descriptions are used to
denote events using the function ‘[f(x1)]*’; the event-argument sign
‘v1’ can be written in a form prevalent in conversational language,
according to Reichenbach, namely,
the inauguration of Kennedy took place
or,
( ιv)[f(x1)]*(v )
Similarly, in a case of thing-splitting, we might have the following
The destruction of Carthage made Rome the ruler of the
Mediterranean.
Let x1= Carthage, d = be destroyed, y 1=Rome, z1= Medi terranean, r
= ruler, m = make and,
v1 = (ιv)[d(x1)]*(v)
u1 = ( ιu)r(u,z1)
To express event-splitting we have,
m(v1, y1, u1).
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Ontology: Sellars 1957
Returning to the discussion of events of the late 50’s, WS gives
a simplified version of Reichenbach’s transformations in dealing
with the statements with which TWO began, namely,
(1)

S was ϕ1

(2)

S is ϕ2 now

(3)

S will be ϕ3

which he modifies14 for the purposes of discussing episodes to be
(1′)

S became ϕ1

(2′)

S is becoming ϕ2 (now)

(3′)

S will become ϕ3

for which we have an equivalence schema that serves to show “how
the language of ‘episodes’ or ‘events’ is related to a simple tensed
statement” 15 with which TWO began. Namely,
(1′)

S became ϕ1

(2′)

S is becoming ϕ2 (now)

(3′)

S will become ϕ3

S’s becoming ϕi took place
S’s becoming ϕi is taking place
S’s becoming ϕi will take place

The episode expressions on the right are “derivative from the
tensed statements to the effect that S is (or was or will be) ϕi in ac cor dance with” the schema above.16 The equiv alence schema
serves as one of the contextual definitions (referred to earlier) that
allow us to eliminate event-expressions. In general, on the first reconstruction for the language of events, reference to event expressions can be eliminated by contextual definitions, thus,

14 Tak ing ad van tage of Reichenbach’s idea of “event-split ting.”
15 TWO, 541.
16 TWO, 542.
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Caesar’s crossing the Rubicon took place
is re duced to
Caesar crossed the Rubicon
that eliminates the ref er ence to an event via the ex pres sion, ‘Caesar’s
crossing,’ in favor of a tensed statement about a changing thing, namely,
Caesar. Thus, we have a gen eral rec ipe, a transfor ma tion schema, for replacing event statements in favor of the statements involving changing
things:

is taking place
S’s V-ing 

took place
will take place

Vs
≡

Ved
Will V

As a result,
we note that there are two kinds of singular term which can be
derived from tensed state ments of the kind rep re sented on the
right-hand side of [the above]: that-clauses, thus
(a) that S will become ϕi ,
and episode-expressions, thus,
(b) S’s becoming ϕi . 17

“Sin gu lar terms” as in (a) “are a special kind of statement-mention ing device and are metalinguistic in char acter.” Sellars notes
This being so, we can appreciate the truth contained in
the idea that ep isodes are more basic than facts; for episode-expressions, unlike that-clauses, are in the object
language.18

However, we are cautioned against supposing that episodes are the
entities of which the world is ‘made up,’
for al though it is cor rect to say that ep isode-ex pressions ‘refer
to extralinguistic entities’—indeed, to episodes—the above
account tells us that episodes are derivative entities and rest on
refer ring ex pressions which occur in tensed state ments about
things. 19

17 TWO, 542.
18 TWO, 542.
19 TWO, 542.
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In an effort to drive this point home, WS warns against thinking that
causal relations obtain between events.20 Since episode expressions occur in the object language and in P-implications (phys ical
implications) like the singular terms in
The litmus paper’s being put in acid (physically) implied its
turning red
this wrongly gives the impression that physical implication is a relation in re between events. In fact, episode-expressions are
grounded in tensed statements about things which “must be that-ed
(in effect, quoted) to serves as the sub ject of state ments to the effect
that something physically implies something else.”21 WS cautions
us against an over zealous reliance on the existence of events:
We must now remind ourselves that although we have per mitted our selves to speak above without qual ifica tion of a frame work of events, these events have a derivative sta tus in the
sense that sin gular terms re fer ring to events are con tex tually
introduced in terms of sentences in volving singular terms re fer ring to things. And we must re mind ourselves that in the
framework of things it is things which come to be and cease to
be, and that the event which is the coming to be or the ceas ing to
be of a thing itself nei ther co mes to be nor ceases to be but (like
all events) simply takes place. On the other hand, all
metricizings in the frame work of things is a matter of the locat ing of events, includ ing the events which are the coming to be
and ceasing to be of things. 22

Once again, we see that events (in the simplified model of the thing
framework) are introduced through contextual definitions but that
ultimately, events are the coming to be or ceasing to be of things,
the onset of changes, as it were.

20 Here he is ex plic itly part ing com pany with Reichenbach’s anal y sis.
21 TWO, 543.
22 TWO, 572. Since the con cepts of “event” and “fact” are not frame work neu -

tral, to get a sense of the thing-kind frame work, re call, that for the
Parmenideans, Be ing is the ul ti mate sub ject, one, ho mo ge neous and in di vis i ble. Out side of Be ing there is noth ing that serves as a prin ci ple of in di vid u a tion, mul ti pli ca tion and dis tinc tion. Ar is totle—speaker for the thing-kind
frame work—ad mits the ab so lute ness, unity, in fin ity and im mu ta bil ity of Be ing but de nies its ho mo ge ne ity by in tro duc ing ac tu al ity/po ten ti al ity (mo tion).
De ny ing that Be ing is a univocal con cept, Ar is totle uses mo tion to in tro duce
dis tinc tions which are, ul ti mately, merely re ver ber a tions in Parmenides ul ti mate ab solute. Noth ing can be out side this ul ti mate unity.
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Events: Sellars 1934
Sellars often pointed out that one cannot put everything in jeopardy
all at once, af ter all, we have to stand somewhere. Still, it should be
obvious that although the precise texture of the notion of an episode
is key, he relegates it to a footnote
The term ‘ep isode’ will be used, for the time be ing, in a broad
sense in which no dis tinc tion is drawn among ep isodes, events,
states, etc. These distinctions will be subsequently drawn to a
degree of pre ci sion which suffices for the pur poses of this pa per. 23

The “degree of pre cision” is in ev idence later,
To begin with, something must be said about the status of the
very term ‘ep isode.’ That it is a common noun, and that “There
are episodes” has the same general form as “There are lions,” is
clear. But more than this we can say that ‘ep isode,’ like ‘prop erty’ and ‘re la tion,’ is a ‘cat egory word’; and to say this is to
say that like the lat ter pair it is the counterpart in the material
mode of a log ical pi geonhole for a cer tain class of ex pressions
in our language. Thus,
(77) E is an ep isode
tells us no more about E than is ex hibited by
(78) E is taking place or has taken place or will take place
and serves to in dicate that the sin gular term rep re sented by ‘E’
is the sort of term which be longs in this type of con text. Thus,
to say that there are episodes is, in effect, to say that something
either is taking place, has taken place, or will take place: And
as say ing this it is equivalent to (though it does not have the
same sense as) a statement to the effect that something is either
present, past, or future. 24

For anyone keeping score, it ought to feel as if the usage of ‘episode’ hovers just at the edge of the light as well as on the edge of being (inconsistently) in the world in the narrow sense and in the
world in the broad sense. For, on the one hand, WS writes,
This be ing so, we can appre ci ate the truth con tained in the idea
that episodes are more basic than facts; for episode-expressions, unlike that-clauses, are in the ob ject language. 25

But, on the other, remarks,

23 TWO, 535.
24 TWO, 547.
25 TWO, 542.
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But first a terminological re mark is in order. It will un doubtedly have been no ticed that in the preced ing sec tions the term
‘episode’ has, with a min imum of warning, been stretched to
cover items which would not ordinarily be so designated.
Thus, we would not or dinarily say that the state ment ‘The soup
is salty’ reports an ep isode, even though it does re port something that “co mes to pass.” Thus, we dis tin guish, for ex ample,
between ‘ep isodes’ and ‘states.’ It is no easy task to botanize
the var ious kinds of temporal state ment, or to find a plausible
term for the broader cat egory to which both ep isodes (‘the salt ing of the soup’) and states (‘the be ing salty of the soup’) be long. Per haps they might be lumped to gether un der ‘out come.’
For the time be ing, how ever, I shall avoid any discussion of
states, and limit myself to episodes proper. 26

“Well,” one is in clined to ask, “are they or aren’t they?”
Sellars 1934, in his thesis provides some clues:
…it seems wise to define an event as a selected portion of the
behavior of a physical system. It is an im pli ca tion of this def inition that an event may be complex both in the sense that more
than one ex istent is con cerned, and in the sense that a com plex
change is in volved. An event is not an ontological unit or quantum of being…Thus we speak of (the event of) the apple’s rotting, and, in the case mentioned above, of (the event of) the
automobile accident. Such usage is entirely legitimate. However, the im portant fact is that the behavior of the ap ple is no
more a self-existent entity than its structure. Thus the ontological sit uation meant when an event is re ferred to con sists of
chang ing physical con tinu ants…It is this ca pac ity of the hu man mind to perceive and experience change, that renders possible the type of ref erence to things involved in the concept of
an event. Ontologi cally there are no events. How ever in a sense
there are events, just as, to use an analogy there are structures
or forms, for the human mind is able to dis criminate as pects of
reality, while at the same time recognizing the categorial features of existence. We refer a behavior to things just as we refer
a spatial structure to things, and just as in the latter case we
speak of the squareness of the peg, so we speak of the death of
Queen Anne.

Accord ing to the Physical Realist that Sellars de fends, change is
in-the-world in a narrow sense. But, as WS notes in another context,

26 TWO, 541.
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For the term ‘ep isode’ is elas tic enough to cover a great deal of
ter ritory. If any thing which oc curs or takes place is to count as
an ep isode, then when ever an ob ject changes from having one
disposition to an other, the change is an ep isode. 27

What more can be said? 28
Meaning: Sellars 1962
Rather than concoct ing a di rect an swer, let’s ex amine an other con text in which ‘episode’ or ‘event’ plays a central role: the theory of
meaning. An excursion into the core theory of meaning develops
insight into WS’s position on events better than others. The Notre
Dame Lectures contain enough introductions to the mechanics of
the theory of meaning to suit most appetites, so a minimal level of
familiarity will be assumed.29 It was previously noted that WS’s
model of language contains crucial simplifying assumptions in the
manner of Carnap and Reichenbach but also other central
assumptions occur:

27 SRTT (Some Re flec tions on Thoughts and Things), 108.
28 See Chrucky’s ac count of the WS’s im ages, An drew Chrucky, Fordham Dis -

ser ta tion, 1990, Chap ter 2-4, see www.ditext.com/chrucky/chru-0.html, pro vides a em i nently ac ces si ble ac count of the Man i fest and Sci en tific Im ages
and how they fit into the Sellarsian scheme. One can disagree with much of
what Chrucky has to say and still re gard it as an in ter est ing way of look ing at
WS’s project. When Chrucky argues that events in the nar row sense be long to
both the Mani fest Image and the Scien tific Image, he parts company with
Sellars. Per haps it would help to point out that over the years, I heard WS invent and pop u late count less ver sions of the Images: they were cre ations of the
on go ing di a lec tic, to be used in or der to gain the higher ground which, when
done, meant that the Im ages served but could serve no lon ger. It was of ten like
that. Once, when I was giv ing a ver sion of what I thought he was say ing in TTC
(To wards a The ory of the Cat e go ries) , by “If there is knowl edge of
spatiotemporal ob jects, then these ob jects con form to gen eral truths sat is fy ing such and such con di tions” is, as a whole, an an a lytic state ment be long ing
to tran scen den tal phi los o phy,” he said, chuck ling, “yes, that’s all there, per haps like the oak is in the acorn!” “Right,” I re plied, “but your acorns have
acorns in side of them.” One of the great bene fits of the Notre Dame lec tures is
that we get to see how this dia lec tic unfolds while pieces of the lec tures appear
and re ap pear in var i ous other works, pol ished and re mastered. Ex cept for his
apol ogy over the mis-steps by “Sellars 1957” in the the ory of events, I don’t remember any other case of philo sophi cal con tri tion.
29 The ap pen dix “A Dot-Quote Primer” pro vides a de tailed summary of the ma chin ery if one should find nec es sary more pre ci sion.
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It must not be forgotten that the semantical characterization of
overt ver bal ep isodes is the primary use of semanti cal terms,
and that overt linguistic events as semantically characterized
are the model for the in ner ep isodes introduced by the the ory. 30

Again, recall that WS works with a “myth” if you will, a ra tionally
reconstructed notion of thought and linguistic episodes so here he
emphasizes the parasitic character of thought: it is parasitic upon
languaging. But, he also claims that the linguistic episodes themselves in their primary sense as bearers of meaning are not to be
confused with inscriptions or utterances which are the product of
languaging. The point that the events are the bearers of meaning is
often repeated:
It is often said that it is people rather than utterances which
mean. But ut ter ances are people ut ter ing; the claim in ques tion
is true only in the triv ial sense in which cer tain move ments are
a waltz only in so far as a per son moving in cer tain ways is a
person waltzing. 31

Episode expressions that pick out the verbal behavior of language
users are in the object language:
The fa miliar saw that words have meaning only because peo ple
mean things by them is harmless if it tells us that words have no
meaning in ab strac tion from their in volve ment in the ver bal
behavior of language users.32

Words are meaning ful because they comprise verbal ac tiv ity, ver bal episodes. Inscriptions or utterances—objects that are not
events—have meaning only in the derivative sense, in the sense
that they are parasitic upon the episodes that give them life. The
mere inscriptions or the words, abstracted from the linguistic episodes are objects but not events. They cannot have meaning in the
pri mary sense. “But why?” we might ask, “why is that sense that
they have meaning dependent on something more primary?”
Truth and Correspondence (1962) gives the most comprehensive account of the theory of meaning during the period and WS
continues to refer to the explanation there all the way to the end of
the No tre Dame Lectures.

30 EPM (Em pir i cism and the Phi los o phy of Mind), 188.
31 FD (Fa tal ism and De ter minism), 151, 1966.
32 LTC (Lan guage as Thought and Com mu ni ca tion), 523, 1969.
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Relationalism
The Notre Dame Lectures could not contain a more sustained
attack on a philosophical position than the attack on Relationalism.
And of course, the engine of Relationalism is the “means ru bric”
construed on the familiar relational model. “Relations, relations,
relations!” Sellars says, striking the podium, “I want to get rid of all
of them! All of them!” Indeed. The purge begins with the “means
rubric.”
Sellars offers a re con struc tion of the “means rubric” that has
since become part of the philosophical landscape. WS attacks the
keystone of Relationalism: namely, that meaning statements of the
form
S (in L) means p

that is, the means rubric, are re lational state ments that as sert a re lation between linguistic and nonlinguistic items. For WS, both the
terms in the meaning relation must have meaning and therefore
must both belong to the linguistic order. Meaning statements, he argues, are spe cialized theoretical de vices that function to say that
one linguistic entity is a counterpart of another or, as he frequently
puts it, that two words, sen tences, or linguistic items have the same
use or role.
Sometimes referred to as the “network theory of meaning,” it
invokes the metaphor of words as meaning what they do because of
their complete role in the “cogni tive economy,” the complete ac tu alization of transactions and exchanges—the web—in which a term
is caught—on analogy with the way that the rules of a game, say
Chess, consti tute each “piece” by “vir tue of the patterns they make”
when produced in a “chessing-around” frame of mind. 33

33 SM (Sci ence and Meta phys ics), 76.
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However this should not leave us with the impression that there
is a similarity between
‘Rot’ (in German) means red
and
‘rot’ and ‘red’ have the same use.
Aside from the fact that the second mentions the word ‘red’ but the
former does not, the differences Sellars focuses upon rest on his
view that the former presupposes that the speaker knows how to use
the word ‘red’. In using the means rubric, one is being asked to rehearse their use of the word ‘red’, so the theme is one of meaning as
translation: if one wants to know what ‘Rot’ means, sit down, brew
a cup of coffee and rehearse the use of ‘red’ in English if we want to
understand how to use ‘Rot’. “The translation use of ‘mean’ gives
expression to the fact that the same linguistic role can be played by
different expressions.”34
To explore the difference between the context of the means rubric and ordinary translation statements, Sellars introduces his notion of dot-quotes to represent a special form of quotation and
argues that meaning state ments can be regarded as if they embody
this special form of quotation which is an extension of the historical
conventions that developed into ordinary quotation. While ordinary quotes form expressions that have an intra-linguistic use,
dot-quoted expressions have an inter-linguistic use as well. Furthermore, dot-quoted expressions are more general than ordinary
quoted expressions because they pick out similarities of role, and
ignore the empirical differences between the expressions which
play the role in different languages.
Thus,
‘Rot’ (in German) means red
is an alyzed as a phrase which actu ally in volves a spe cialized form
of quotation,
‘Rot’ (in German) means CredC.

34 LT (The Lan guage of The o ries), 110.
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Sellars takes the second to be a way of say ing
‘Rot’s (in German) are CredCs
so he takes the “means rubric” to be a specialized form of a cop ula
the chief advantage of which comes when we realize that dot-quoting functions as a perspicuous replacement for the nominalization
redness:
we get an interpretation of abstract singular terms
which is a powerful tool for dealing with problems
in the philosophy of language and the philosophy of
mind. For to make this move is to construe ‘stands
for’ as a specialized form of the copula ‘to be’, the
surface features of which (a) in dicate that the subject matter is linguistic rather than, for example,
military or religious; (b) make possible such contrasts as those between ‘stands for’, ‘connotes’, ‘denotes’, ‘refers to’ and ‘names’…35
In TC, WS develops the idea that learning to use words requires
learn ing the many-lay ered rules of a language and, as a result, exhibiting the uniformities in linguistic behavior brought about
through those rules.36 The network of roles, that is, the network
which constitutes the meaning of the terms in a language bring it
about that language pictures the world, the central and essential
function of language,
the sine qua non of all others, is to enable us to picture the
world in which we live.37
While the shifting, dy namic uni formities that constitute the picturing are brought about by the normative structure we characterize as
the web of meanings, pic turing it self is a matter-of-factual relation
between systems of items that are in-the-world in the narrow sense
in a way that does not involve norms:
35 SM (Sci ence and Meta phys ics), 81.
36 Lev els of lan guage mir ror move ments up and down the se man tic lad der. WS

uses his con tem po rar ies’ in abil ity to know where they are on the lad der to
great effect. To his ears, their pro nounce ments must have sounded like a be gin ning phi los o phy stu dent con fus ing use and men tion.
37 TC (Truth and Cor re spon dence), 46.
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If picturing is to be a relation between objects in the
natural order, this means that the linguistic objects
in question must belong to the natural order. And
this means that we must be considering them in
terms of empirical properties and matter-of-factual
relations, though these may, indeed must, be very
complex, involving all kinds of constant conjunctions or uniformities pertaining to the language user
and his environment. Specifically, although we
may, indeed must, know that these linguistic objects
are subject to rules and principles—are fraught with
“ought”—we abstract from this knowledge in considering them as objects in the natural order.38
The distinction involving linguistic objects in the natural order,
that is, ob jects in the world in the narrow sense that does not involve norms, contrasts with linguistic objects that are in the world
in the broad sense—the dot-quoted counterparts—which involve
the conception of norms and standards.
The notoriously Janus-faced dot-quoted expressions cannot be
viewed in isolation because, although as natural linguistic objects,
they are treated as if discrete items in the world in the narrow sense,
like any other function ally char acterized object, it is an illusion
borne of the “abstraction” mentioned: a prolate spheroid that happens to be an American or Canadian football makes an abysmal
Soccer ball. Similarly, the items that constitute a world-map cannot
be broken-off and regarded independently. In other words, one
must not lose sight of the fact that the dot-quoted expressions giving rise to the natural linguistic objects are in the world in the broad
sense. As Sellars notes in a related context, while natural linguistic
objects are in the world in the narrow sense, the corresponding
dot-quoted expressions,
are “in the world” only in that broad sense in which
the ‘world’ includes linguistic norms and roles
viewed (thus in translating) from the standpoint of a
fellow participant.39

38 TC, 44.
39 NS (Nam ing and Say ing), 7, 1962, ital ics PA.
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Thus, when WS remarks that “the only objects in the world are particulars,” by that, he means, in the world in the narrow sense that
excludes linguistic norms and roles.40 In a sense, there really are no
linguistic objects in a broad sense—in the sense that they are entities of which the world is ‘made up’—to steal a phrase from TWO.
The distinction between the ways items can be in the world presupposes the distinction between the normative and the non-normative
so the world in cludes only linguistic objects in their empirical, descriptive or matter-of-factual terms.41
While the terms in the means rubric are both in the world in
the broad sense because they in volve the conception of norms and
standards, “picturing is a complex matter-of-factual relation.” 42
Picturing…is a relation, indeed, a relation between two rela tional struc tures. And pic tures, like maps, can be more or less
adequate. The ad equacy concerns the ‘method of pro jection’.43

The “re lational structure” is spa tial in, as it were, a coarse sense
which we’ll con sider later. The crucial point is that the natural linguistic objects underpinning meaning itself are in the world in a
narrow sense:
A statement to the effect that a linguistic item pictures a
nonlinguistic item by virtue of the semantical uniformities
characteristic of a certain conceptual structure is, in an important sense, an object language state ment, for even though it
mentions linguistic objects, it treats them as items in the order
of causes and effects, i.e. in rerum natura, and speaks di rectly
of their func tion ing in this or der in a way which is to be sharply
contrasted with the metalinguistic statements of logical semantics, in which the key role is played by abstract sin gular
terms. 44

40
41

42
43
44

NS , 11, Indeed, NS can be taken as an attempt to make clear the two sense of
be ing in the world.
WS often ex hib its a Kantian play ful ness when deal ing with the se mantic and
syn tac tic lad ders. Once, dur ing an argu ment over one of the Pitts burgh Pi rates
be ing over paid, I said that it doesn’t re ally mat ter be cause debts aren’t in the
world in the nar row sense, to which WS re plied, “Sure they are, I pay debts
with dol lar bills [as he pulled one out of his pocket and waved it in my face] and
this dollar bill is in the world!”
SM (Sci ence and Meta phys ics), 136, 1966.
SM, 135.
SM, 137.
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The Strategy is clear (ignoring the exaggerated appeal to ‘the
order of causes’): WS drives home the point that the traditional
construal of the means rubric ignores the distinction between meaning and picturing, the distinction between forms of reality—being
in the world in the broad and the narrow sense—and confuses the
uniformities brought about by norms and standards with the norms
and standards themselves.
Events: Sellars 1957
Suppose now that we take the 1957 analy sis of meaning and
turn it on the statement made earlier about the “fa miliar saw” that
words mean because of their involvement in verbal behavior, that
is, we turn it on the theory of events? In particular the event,
Jones says ‘fa’.
Linguistic events, episodes of uttering or inscribing have meaning
in the primary sense—they are in the world in the narrow sense. Of
course, linguistic events taken in the full-blooded normative sense
that constitutes roles are not in the world in the narrow sense. But,
linguistic events insofar as they constitute the complex matter-of-factual picturing relation as natural linguistic objects are in
the world in the narrow sense. We are reminded of the topic in TC:
My topic, therefore, can be given a provisional formulation as follows: Is there a sense of ‘correspond’, other than that explicated by semantic
theory, in which empirical truths correspond to objects or events in the world?45
Ultimately, although TC vacillates be tween the cor relate of the
product of the inscribings of the per fect in scriber, namely, the inscriptions, and the inscribings themselves as linguistic events, the
inscriptions are involved in a merely secondary or accidental sense.
Earlier, WS provided an account of what it means to say that
events are de riv ative objects and there fore, talk about events can be
eliminated by means of Reichenbachean transformations (contextual definitions) in favor of talk about changing things. How do the
transformations work on a linguistic event? For example,
45 TC (Truth and Cor re spon dence), 30.
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Jones says ‘fa’.
Recall that WS introduced a transformation schema:
+ is taking place
S’s V-ing * took place
. will take place

/

Vs
Ved
Will V

The transformation schema, however, does not apply to the fol lowing episode expression:
Jones saying that fa
which would reduce to,
Jones says that fa
because it is not one of the appropriate forms:
+ is taking place
* took place
. will take place
These forms will re duce, for ex ample,
…

Jones saying that fa took place
to
Jones said that fa
but will go no further.
Since events are deriva tive objects, the expectation would be
that statements about the lin guistic event of Jones saying that fa are
eliminable in favor of statements about Jones which, given the underly ing ontology, seems bizarre.
The theory of meaning exacerbates the problem because in addition to people languaging, linguistic events, as we have just seen,
occur in the picturing relation
… pictures 01
yet not only does the linguistic event of Jones say ing ‘fa’ fail to fit
the recipe for elimination via contextual transformations, it contains an element that is, as WS says in the lectures, that-ed. While
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Reichenbach’s transformations will take us from an event-argument to a thing-argument, the transformation it self is a wholistic
transformation which, for our purposes, means that that-ed item is
ineliminable.46 To this point, the theory pro vides no recipe for
transforming empirical descriptive expressions referring to events
into expressions for language-users.
Indeed, one searches in vain for a way of handling,
...is an event
because, for Sellars 1957, there is no need for an Abstract Entities-type treat ment, events are in the ob ject lan guage, afer all.
What, then, are we to make of
Jones’ V-ing is an event,
which, as a derivative object, is supposed to be reducible to a statement that mentions only Jones? Reichenbach’s transforms weren’t
designed to deal with categorizing statements. But where do we
turn, then, when we leave the necessary abstraction of inscriptions
and look for cash in terms inscribings and utterings?
The upshot is that the recipe for treating linguistic events, presented in WS 1957, does not work in the picturing relation. As a result, the transformations, the con textual definitions, in short, all the
machinery asso ciated with state ments that have meaning in the primary sense which are also events does not co here with the treatment
of picturing. It is as if Sellars, having been hyp notized by the treatment of the derivative objects—inscriptions and utterances, for example—focused on what he himself regarded as an abstraction. The
corresponding linguistic events, which, as the primary bearers of
meaning should have been the primary target of the discussion, remain unanalyzable by the available transformations.

46 Reichenbach,§48, p. 269.
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Events Redux: Sellars 1969
By the late 60s, WS had grown increasingly dissatisfied with
the 1957 analy sis of events—a dissatisfaction that first finds expression in MCP.47 That it both ered him is evident in these lectures
when, many years later, he still regards the early treat ment of
events as a sig nif icant mistake. By the early 70s, there were ques tions about the ontology of events.48 As a result of WS’s dis satisfaction, the ontology of events is brought in line with the treatment
of abstract entities generally. Still, WS proved to be fairly coquettish about the way the 1957 treatment of meaning should be reformulated now that he had taken the primary bearers of meaning out
of the world in the narrow sense.49 Since it seemed to me that the re formulation of the event analy sis and the theory of meaning were
on a collision course, it led to some fairly persistent badgering. My
exasperation amused WS but one day, he pointed out the general direction that a solution would take. The story goes like this.
In Sellars 1957, events are in the world in the narrow sense,
Caesar’s crossing the Rubicon
is another way of saying,
47 Meta phys ics and the Con cept of a Per son, see foot note 6, p. 230.
48 Jack Nor man was working on events, WS re fers to his work much later in

FMPP (Foun da tions for a Meta phys ics of Pure Pro cess, 7, p. 64) yet Jack’s
treat ment meshes with the 1957 anal y sis. Jack worked with Barry Hamil ton on
the on tol ogy of events, Ham il ton got me in ter ested. To say that I was com pletely baffled by the di rec tion of WS’s think ing at the time would be an un der state ment. With Ham il ton lead ing the way, He and I worked through Sellars’
the ory of mean ing and tried to un ravel its re la tion ship to the event anal y sis.
Al though Barry could put the prob lem into a sen tence, it was diffi cult for me to
get WS to re spond: the path al ways seemed to be pro tected by chal lenges that
WS wanted met be fore I could frame the prob lem. Note that Chrucky's event2
is not a ex actly what WS has in mind for “event” in the Peircean ideal framework in which events are pro cesses. For one thing, Broad's phenomenological
ap proach to de riv ing events2 does not work for WS. WS uses Prit chard’s strategy—as he mentions in the lectures—we easily mis take certain expe ri ences
for events. In deed, part of the prob lem with the rel a tiv is tic in ter pre ta tion of
time and events rests on just this sort of con fu sion.The on tol ogy Broad wants
is completely wrong as it brings events and time into the ground floor. Simi larly, WS in tro duces events in the fine-grained sense as part of our reg u la tive
ideal—not as Chrucky implies, as part of the thing-kind frame work.
49 In ad di tion, lin guis tic events started to play a more prom i nent role as he
pushed the VB model of men tal events.
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Caesar crossed the Rubicon.
Thus, char acterizations of events, as deriv ative objects, can be re placed by statements mentioning only the “changing things” participating in those events. Linguistic events, on the other hand,
considered in matter-of-factual terms and standing in complex matter-of-factual relations to ob jects in the world so as to constitute a
dy namic picture are objects in the world. If the former gives us
“events” in the Pickwickean sense, surely the lat ter gives us events
in the Cheshire cat sense.
Sellars 1969, in confronting these issues, puts events in the
world in the broad sense and tells us that the pair above involve
“truth.”
Thus the next thing to note is that the concept of
truth is the head of a family of what might be called
alethic concepts: exemplifi cation, existence, stand ing in (a relation), (an event’s) taking place, (a state
of affairs) obtaining, being in (a state), and many
others.50
Thus,
There clearly are such things as events; and the
events in which a person participates do constitute a
series. But if we look at one such event, say, the
event of Caesar crossing the Rubicon it becomes apparent that what can be said by referring to the event
in which Caesar participated can also be put without
such reference. Thus, instead of saying,
the event of Caesar crossing the Rubicon took place
we can simply say,
Caesar crossed the Rubicon.
Indeed, it is clear that in ordinary discourse
event-talk is in some sense derivative from substance-talk.51

50 NAO (Nat u ral ism and On tol ogy), 100.
51 MCP (Meta phys ics and the Con cept of a Per son), 226; AAE (Ac tions and

Events), 53,
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While WS wants to hold the line on the “derivative” status of
event-talk, the concept of “derivative” undergoes a metamorphosis:
28. Turning now to the ontological implications of the
above analysis, the next point to be noticed and stressed
is that according to it events are not objects, save in that
very broad sense in which anything that can be talked
about is an object. Thus the only objects proper involved
in Socrates’ running are Socrates himself… talk about
events is a way of talking about things changing. Thus
there are no events in addition to changing things and
persons.
73. In other words we must take into account the fact that
according to that analysis, ‘running’ as an event sortal is
a metalinguistic nominalization of ‘to run’, as ‘being red’
is a metalinguistic nominalization of ‘is red’… while, of
course, there are events, there really are no events, for
events are not basic items—atoms—in the furniture of
the manifest image. This claim was supported by two
lines of thought: (a) we can always retreat from statements which involve event locutions, and which ostensibly make a commitment to a domain of events as objects
in the world, thus
A running by Socrates took place
to statements which do not, thus
Socrates ran.
(b) Since (a), by it self, is compatible with the claim that it
is events, rather than things, which are primary, the dominant consideration was, according to our analysis, that
event locutions belong one step up the semantic ladder
and refer to linguistic or conceptual items, rather than to
items in the world.52

As he puts it in the lecture “Perspec tives 1986,” lec ture II,
So what we have then is the sentence
Socrates runs
and we also have the event sen tence
a running by Socrates took place.
The latter is what I want to focus attention on because what you can say in a simple subject predicate
52 FMPP (Foun da tions for a Meta phys ics of Pure Pro cess), II.
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sentence like ‘Socrates runs’, we can also say by
means of the locution,
a running by Socrates took place.
Now ‘taking place’, it should be clear, is a cousin of
‘exemplifies’. The last time I was character izing exemplification as equivalent to “true of,” for example
a exemplifies triangularity
is a higher order semantical statement to the effect
that a certain abstract entity namely triangularity, is
true of a. I called ‘exemplifies’ an alethic expression, referring to the word ‘true’ and what I want to
suggest now is that when we say that
a running by Socrates took place
what we are really doing is say ing
that he runs is/was/will be true of Socrates.
Thus ‘taking place’ is an alethic expression.
The earlier transformation schema from TWO is replaced:
The generic form of events, sentences, and, hence,
of action sentences is:
+took place
S’s V-ing *is taking place
.will take place
I have proposed that this generic form be reconstructed as:
+was true
That S Vs *is true
.will be true53
Thus, for Sellars 1969,
Socrates’ running too place
has, the form
That Socrates runs was true
which is perspicuously analyzed as
The CSocrates runsC was true
and tells us that statements of that type were once cor rectly
assertible. The transformation of event-talk turns out to be a special
case of the truth move.

53 AAE (Ac tions and Events), 60.
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Events, for Sellars 1957 conflated a metalinguistic statement
with the statement that it is about. While in the ear lier theory it was
events in the world in the narrow sense that were de riv ative objects
and dependent on substances, it is now event-talk that gives us derivative sortal expressions apply ing to items that are in the world in
the broad sense. Indeed, events are a species of proposition. Yet,
propositions are a type of linguistic event! As WS remarks,
The proposition that-p…would rather be an eventor action-type which ‘involves’, in a manner by no
means easy to analyze, the proposition that-p…54
And, according to the theory of meaning, the primary use of
dot-quoted expressions is the classification of linguistic events:
Thus what we are really classifying are linguistic
activities…when all the proper moves have been
made,
Jones said that snow is white
becomes
Jones •snow is white•ed.55
We can form contrived verbs that serve as the basis for the propositional expressions:
Thus, in
Jones says that it is raining
the “it is raining” is being used to form the name of a
linguistic type of which, if the statement is true,
some Jonesean verbal behavior is a token. Otherwise put, some Jonesean verbal behavior is an •it is
raining•.56
So,
to •it rains•
will be the available verb that applies to items that are in the world
in a broad sense.
The problem is that picturing requires objects in the world in
the narrow sense so linguistic events could not enter into the picturing relation except when consid ered in matter-of-fac tual terms (as
natural linguistic objects). The exception works for Sellars 1957

54 AAE, 10.
55 MP (Meta phys ics and the Con cept of a Per son), 237.
56 PP (Philo soph i cal Per spec tives), 287.
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because events could be so construed. But it doesn’t work for
Sellars 1969.
The event
Caesar crossing the Rubicon
is analyzed by the dot-quoted expression,
the •Caesar crossed the Rubicon•
which is to be understood in terms of the linguistic role and governing norms of the phrase that is illustrated. Events have been moved
up the ladder away from picturing and, if we were to take the approach given above from the lecture Perspec tives 1986 Lecture II,
the expressions involve “a higher order semantical statement to the
effect that certain ab stract en tities namely [an event], is true of
[Caesar].” Events are no longer in the world in the narrow sense nor
are they “deriv ative objects.” In deed, they are not “ob jects” at all
except in the sense in which they are treated as “for mal uni ver sals”
or used “in second intention.”57
The Truth Move
Although Sellars provides clues as to the resolution of the tension between the 1957 treatment of events and the 1969 treatment,
the basic insight is con tained in the “truth move” as he calls it in the
lecture “Conceptual Change 1969” and also in the lecture “What
Really Exists 1969.”58 WS comments,
38. How does ‘that-fa’ function in ‘Jones says
that-fa’ (where ‘says’ is used in the sense of
‘thinks-out-loud’)? To answer this question, we
must ask a prior question:
How does “ ‘fa’ ” function in “Jones says ‘fa”’?
The an swer is that “ ‘fa’ ” functions as an adverbial
modifier of the verb ‘says.’ Language can be written, spoken, gesticulated, etc., and ‘says’ serves to
pin down the modality of a languaging to utterance.
If speech were the only modality, or if we abstract
from a difference of modality, we could replace

57 I have dis cussed this in the ap pen dix “ A dot-quote primer.”
58 The sys tem atic treat ment alluded to in AAE (Ac tions and Events), 63 and CC

(Con cep tual Change), 25, was merely on the ho ri zon. The phrase ‘truth move’
also oc curs in the dis cus sions with Rosenberg.
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Jones says ‘fa’
by
Jones ‘fa’s,
i.e., use the expression-cum-quotes as a verb.
Roughly, to ‘fa’ would be first to ‘f’ and then to ‘a.’
39. It is because there is a range of verbal activities
involving the uttering of ‘fa’, e.g., asserting, repeating, etc., that we give it the status of an adverb
and hence, in effect, require that even in the case of
sheer thinking-out-loud there be a verb which it
modifies.59
Consider, then, the linguistic event of
Jones’ •Snow is white•ing
that pictures the snow. To do this job is must be an object in the
world, and, under the analy sis, the expression becomes,
the •Jones •Snow is white•s•
Compare,
that x Vs is true of Jones
which reduces to
•Jones •Snow is white•s•s
referring to sentences consisting of the contrived verbs that we constructed ear lier.
Or, making the alethic character clear, 60
(The event of) Jones V-ing took place
has, in the first place, the form
That Jones Vs was true
and, made more fully explicit, has the form
The •Jones Vs• was true.
and carries us, via the truth move, to
•Jones •Vs•s•

•snow is white•s/Vs61

59 NAO (Nat u ral ism and On tol ogy), VI, 38.
60 MCP, 229.
61 Sellars-Rosenberg, 300.
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“Which tells us, in first approx imation,” WS says, “that expressions consisting of a •V•s appropriately concat enated with an
•Jones• are true62 and, by Wittgenstein’s insight, the expression
applies to
•Jones•s
having a certain character. “I am indeed committed to the following,” WS writes, “•a•s [•Jones•s] are STs…” but “not mere STs but
PROPSs.”63 Granted, WS goes on to say, the instances of
•Jones•V•s•s are ob ject, they are “not objects which, considered as
a linguistic role play ers, are mere singular terms.”64 But, since
•Jones•s are singular terms,
the material mode equivalent of which is
Jones is an object
in deed, a basic ob ject, then the anal y sis reveals the sense in which
(The event of) Jones •snow is white•ing
is Jones (as a language user). Linguistic events are language users
and, in the primary sense, it is persons (the ultimate objects so to
speak, the particulars named by BSTs) as language users that picture the world:
the primary mode of being of “expressions” is people speaking…Thus what we are really classify ing
are linguistic activities.65
Thus, for Sellars 1969, for reasons similar to those given for the existence of states of affairs,
There really are events
is true but, in the fi nal analy sis,
There really are no events in the world (in the narrow
sense)
62 CC, 87.
63 Sellars-Rosenberg Cor re spon dence, 301, they are ATPROPSs ac cord ing,

312.
64 Sellars-Rosenberg, 301. Com pare SM, 105.
65 MP, 237; CC, 24; MFC, 429; NO, 75§48; Rosenberg-Sellars, 316.
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which is the material mode for mulation of the re alization that the
singular terms which ostensibly name events turn out, in the formal
mode, to be metalinguistic pred icates. 66
“On the revised theory of events,” I asked WS, “if
linguistic events aren’t in the world in the narrow
sense, how can they picture?” He replied, “Events
don’t picture, people do!”
And that is the end of the story with which we began. Whereas triangu larity is an easy move up the se mantic lad der because it ar rives at
the familiar form of being triangular, there’s no run-ity, run-ness or
run-hood that stands above run so, instead, we lean on running that
manages to disguise its metalinguistic or conceptualistic pedigree.
If we aren’t on our guard, events tend to escape into the world in the
narrow sense.

Time
Time is in trou ble. Of course, there really is no time but it is not
merely that. For, just as Sellars 1969 re visited events, the treatment
of time in Sellars 1957 must be revisited. As one can anticipate,
Sellars 1957 takes time to be derivative as he construed events to
be.67While he rejects the view that con cepts pertaining to time are
explicitly definable in terms of relations between events (and,
there fore, not deriv ative en tities in his tech ni cal sense), he de fends
the no tion that time is the coun terpart of empirically ascertainable
relationships between events. WS poses the problem,
“But,” it will be said, “even granting that some thing like the
position you have been sketching can stand the gaff, you have
not yet shown how metrical relations between empirically ascertainable episodes can be derivative from nonrelational tem-

66 Rosenberg-Sellars, 318.
67 TWO, 551.
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poral facts concern ing things. For, as you yourself have
insisted, if things are the only ba sic individuals, then all relational temporal facts pertain ing to ep isodes must rest on
nonrelational tem poral facts pertaining to things.” 68

WS’s first view is consistent with this early treatment of time
because events are in the world in a narrow sense. So what happens
when, as Sellars 1969 avers, there aren’t even any ep isodes in the
world in the narrow sense upon which to hang temporal facts? What
of time then?
Changing Things: Sellars 1949
An issue has been waiting in the wings since the start: why
isn’t talk about “changing things” smuggling in the concept of an
event? For the historically sensitive philosopher, the answer to that
question is bound up with a peripatetic slogan famously ridiculed
by Descartes: motus est actus entis in potentia, quatenus est in
potentia.69 And often finds expression in WS’ claim that mental
“acts” are not “actions” (events). 70
The treatment of events in TWO takes place within the
explanatory framework of kinds of things. A good idea of what WS
has in mind emerges in APM.71:
It is especially significant to the historian of philosophy that the thing-nature framework, though historically prior to and more “natural” than the
event-law framework which was to dominate science from the seventeenth century on, could be correctly analyzed only by a philosopher who has a
clear con ception of a law of nature…the language of
things and properties, states and circumstances,
where it is appropriate, sums up what we know.72
68 TWO, 552
69 Mo tion is the act of be ing in po tency, in as much as this is in po tency.
70 In case one won ders why WS worries so lit tle about de ter min ism, the an swer is

rooted in his ra tio nal re con struc tion of talk about “mental events” which, once
defanged, be come “ac tu al i ties” which “take place” but aren’t events. And, of
course, for him, since there are no events in the narrow sense, a deter minism
that rests on re la tions be tween par tic u lars can’t get off the ground.
71 APM (Ar is to te lian Phi los o phies of Mind), 1949; re printed in KPKT (Kant and
Pre-Kantian Themes: Lec tures by Wilfrid Sellars), (Ridgeview, 2002).
72 APM , n 22 .4.
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Now, he notes, that although the elaboration of concepts within the
thing-nature framework may be roughly hewn common sense, it is
an explanatory framework:
It follows from what we have been saying that concepts of kinds of things are the ways in which common sense crystallizes its ex perience of the world,
and that this crystallization contains the common-sense grasp of natural laws, crude and incomplete though this grasp may be. To the philosopher it
is an interesting and important fact that common
sense thus formulates its understanding of the world
order in terms of a framework which, when correctly analyzed, is seen to be logically more complicated than that of a functional correlation of
events…I conclude, then, that the concept of the nature of a thing, in so far as it is a coherent one, can be
analyzed in terms of the concept of dovetailing set
of dispositional properties which specify both the
states by which it has responded to its historical circumstances, and the states by which it would have
responded to other circumstances.73
How then, do the dispositions get called into play? WS remarks,
Process must not only depend on, it must also somehow be derived from factors which are intrinsically
immune from change or becoming… Now, things or
substances change; but it does not even make sense
(except metaphorically) to say that the natures or
forms of things change. Thus, change is impossible
unless there is more to things than their forms.
In the thing-nature framework the specific correlation of states and
circumstances, the ontological fruitfulness, the overflow, arises
from the powers, the potentialities of things which are the “more”
to which WS refers.74

73 APM 22 .
74 WS ac knowl edges his in debt ed ness to C.D. Broad’s dis cus sion of

dispositional prop er ties and the con cept of the na ture of a thing in An Ex am ina tion of McTaggart's Phi los o phy (1933), Vol I. pp. 142-151, 264-278. See
also chap. X of his The Mind Its Place in Na ture.
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Motion in the thing-nature framework is defined by elements
common to all catego ries of being. There are two such el ements:
potency and act. As the Aristotelian—the progenitor of the
thing-nature framework—sees it, motion is not a purely passive
potency; for there can be rest in what is simply possibility. A house,
prior to being built, can remain indefinitely in the state of mere possibility. Mo tion is not per fect act, either; for once the house is built
it remains in permanent act and all the motion has ceased. Motion,
then, is not purely a potency nor purely an act, and yet we can define
it only through potency and act. Hence it must necessarily be an admixture of act and potency, it must participate both in act and in potency.75 As Aquinas summarizes it:
We must realize, then, that something may be in act
only, something may be in potency only, and something may be midway between pure potency and
perfect act. What is only in potency is not yet being
moved; what is already in perfect act is not being
moved but has already been moved.76
Hence a thing that is being moved is something that is in between
pure potency and act, something that is partly in potency and partly
in act.
The slogan, which Descartes scorns, rests on the explanatory
machinery peculiar to the thing-kind framework of common
sense—a framework dominated by the biological metaphors of
growth and decay ( “metaphors” to us). Changing things are things
in motion. Things move because of the dovetailing set of
dispositional properties.77 Actualities are not acts or events, WS is
fond of accusing historically challenged determinists of confusing
“mental actualities” with “mental events.” Our concept of an event
is not framework neutral and does not have a place in the basic
thing-kind framework.

75 I am bor row ing from DeRegnon’s leg end ary dis cus sion here.
76 Phys ics, III, les son 2.
77 Ac tu al ity and po ten ti al ity are not non-ex plained ex plain ers but the trip down

that rab bit-hole can just as eas ily be found in C.D. Broad who, by the way,
warns against us ing motion in the man ner we have but goes on to use it any way.
Suarez, in par tic u lar, was fa mous for his attempt to drill down from ac tu al ity
and po ten ti al ity to something more ba sic—but that is a dis cus sion for an other
oc ca sion.
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The discussion of time begins with statements about changing
things:
It is time, therefore, that we faced the fact that if we
are going to take things as our only primitive logical
individuals, we must find a nonrelational way of
talking about changing things by the use of tensed
verbs which provides a logical basis for statements
about topological and metrical relations between
events when it is translated into the derived framework of episodes and events which we have been
concerned to analyze.78
It helps to draw a distinction between talk about ‘event’ in a
course-grained sense and ‘event’ in a fine-grained sense. In the
Sellars of TWO, the distinction between the Manifest Image and the
Scientific Image had not yet crystallized. As a result, it is easy to
con fuse cases which would later be split neatly between the two. A
problem exacerbated by the fact that many of the in teresting cases
involve the failure to distinguish between cases in which one is
moving on from an image and cases in which one is abandoning an
image.79 If one reads the referenced sec tions of C.D. Broad through
Sellarsian eyes tuned to the character and dif ferences be tween conceptual frameworks, one comes up with a reasonable approximation of what WS has in mind by ‘event’ in the coarse-grained sense
of the thing-kind framework. The general distinction between a
course-grained explanatory framework and the “fine-grained” explanatory framework persists throughout WS’ works.80
However, where C.D. Broad finds facts and events as ultimate ontological catego ries, 81 WS takes seriously the idea of an
event as motion in the classical sense described above and there fore
talk about events is often replaced by talk about actuality and potentiality. The concept of an event, we might say, evolves with WS’
theory of events and moves from being a member of the “motion”
family (where it is “in the world” in the nar row sense as a chang ing
78 TWO, 551.
79 When I was pes ter ing WS about this ques tion, the an swer came in the form of

CC (Con cep tual Change).
80 2 MFC (Mean ing as Func tional Clas si fi ca tion), 418; NO, 64;SM, 53; OAFP

(On Ac cept ing First Prin ci ples), 309, for ex ample.
81 C.D. Broad, es pe cially, 151.
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thing) to being a member of a conceptual category of items “in the
world” in the broad sense until its final transposition into the ultimate regu lative (Peircean) scientific framework as pure process.
Not, mind you, the processes of C.D. Broad unless Broad has first
been squeezed through the Manifest Image cum Scientific image
repertoire of categorial distinctions. 82
The emerging Aristotelian thing-kind framework that includes
events (as changing things) in a merely coarse-grained sense can not even support determinism—it would be incoherent.83 The ac tu ality-potentiality distinction, by which Aristotle eloquently solved
the Heraclitean problem of change, underwrites event-talk.
Time: Sellars 1957
Returning now to the problem of time—now that we have some
idea of the coarse-grained (and framework relative) con cept of an
event—what is the status of time in the common sense world? Since
it is a question that WS sets out to an swer in TWO, one expects an
answer to be forthcoming.84 Since Time is bound up with events,
one would expect that as with events, Time finds a place in the common sense world in a coarse-grained sense:
What is of somewhat greater in terest, however, is
that our analy sis throws light on the sense in which
‘there are’ temporal relations at all. For while there
clearly are temporal relations between events, the
latter (we have argued) have a derivative status in
the sense that statements about events are, in prin ciple, translatable into statements about changeable
things. If we put this somewhat misleadingly by
saying that ‘ultimately’ or ‘in the last analy sis’ there
are no such things as events, we must also say that
82 A differ ence which should be ap par ent when read ing, say, C.D. Broad, 142.
83 Sellars would argue that the con cept of an event re quired for de ter min ism

does n’t ar rive on the scene un til af ter the Cartesians. If one in vokes a re la tion
be tween par tic u lars to ground de ter minism, WS argues against the idea at
length in his treat ment of Spinoza, see KPT (Kant and Pre-Kantian Themes)
for his dis cus sion. For a dis cus sion of ep i sodes as ac tu al i ties, see, for ex ample,
Sellars-Aune Cor re spon dence; SM (Sci ence and Meta phys ics), 31, 70-71,
156-157; FD (Fa tal ism and De ter min ism), 153; ME (The Meta phys ics of Epis te mol ogy), 3; MP (Meta phys ics and the Con cept of a Per son) §45.
84 TWO, 527.
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‘ultimately’ or ‘in the last analysis’ there are no
such things as temporal relations.85

Events: Sellars 1969
But, we must ask, “By dragging events, in the narrow sense, out
of the world by the scruff of their metaphys ical necks, and putting
them in the world in the broad sense, haven’t we done the same to
time? After all, if events aren’t ob jects, there is noth ing for there to
be temporal relations between.” Given the discussion above, we
can feel comfortable with the ontolog ical implications:
Turning now to the ontological implications of the
above analy sis, the next point to be noticed and
stressed is that according to it events are not objects,
save in that very broad sense in which anything that
can be talked about is an object. Thus the only objects proper involved in Socrates’ running are Socrates himself, and such other unproblematic objects
as sand and gravel.86
And, indeed, on the new theory of events, although events aren’t
objects in the world in the narrow sense, we have a means of talking
about them:
With a qualification to be considered in the next section, talk about events is a way of talking about
things changing. Thus there are no events in addition to changing things and persons.
And since this is so, it would seem that tempo ral relations must follow their relata up the metaphys ical ladder and out of the world in
the narrow sense. Indeed, WS follows up with the remark:
Another, but closely related, ontological point:
There are no temporal relations.87
Nor, for that matter are there in stants,

85 TWO, 550.
86 FMPP (Foun da tions for a Meta phys ics of Pure Pro cess), II, 28.
87 FMPP, II, 30.
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Instantaneous C#ings are to be construed not as
building blocks in the world, but rather as entia
rationis [linguistic/conceptualistic entities] tailored to fit the entia rationis which are instants. 88
Later we will have to consider how WS incorporates Prichard’s reasons for challenging the view that time, events or motion can be
profitably character ized as perceivables. For now, let’s continue
with the present line of thought. Although the words WS uses differ
slightly, the idea remains the same: events are in the world in the
broad sense—the notion of entia rationis allows him to touch bases
with the philosophia perennis in a way that he finds essential. But,
whereas in Sellars 1957, the temporal relations were not in the
world in the narrow sense because there were no events in the narrow sense, Sellars 1969 takes a different strategy: C#ings don’t really have duration because there aren’t any in the req ui site sense
and there are no tempo ral re lations because, aside from the fact that
their ostensible relata are gone, temporal expressions are not relational. In FMPP, they are “connectives” which is as it should be: on
the later view of events, events are sen tences, not sin gu lar terms:
the material mode
that S Vs is an event
is analyzed by
the •S Vs• is an event sen tence (EPROP),
connectives, as WS goes on to point out, are needed to “connect”
them. Although,
The•the •S Vs•• is a ST,
and, thus, an ob ject, in the material mode, it is not an item that can
stand in tempo ral “relations,” it is a kind.
WS was, at the time, un able to give an ad equate for malization
of event-talk, so he never discusses further the “connectives” in the
appropriate sense except to point out some of the logic required of
them:
In the passage referred to in [TWO and NO], note 5
above, I char acterized the above expressions as
‘temporal connectives’ to emphasize that like the
logical connectives they are not relation words. I
now think it better to construe them as adverbs, and
88 FMPP, II, 120.
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await an adequate theory of adverbial modifiers for
further illumination.89
So what are we to make of the earlier claim,
I have argued elsewhere that tense—in that broad
sense which includes both tensed verbs and such indicator words as ‘now’—is an irreducible feature of
temporal discourse. In other words, the temporal aspects of the world cannot be captured by discourse
from which all ‘tensedness’ has been eliminated. I
shall not reargue this thesis which, after all, is
widely held, on the present occasion. I shall simply
take it to be an essential part of the larger story I am
trying to tell.
Earlier, we came to grips with the sense in which events are in the
world in the broad sense and, in our discussion of motion in the
thing-kind framework, we have pointed out a sense in which
“events” are in a coarse-grained way, in the world in a nar row sense
(as changing things). Can we do the same for time? Sellars remarks,
…there is the idea that time has the status of a
quasi-theoretical entity the ultimate particulars of
which are moments. According to the latter interpretation, metrical relationships between periods
and moments of time would be ‘idealized’ counterparts of empirically ascertain able metrical relationships between episodes pertaining to everyday
…things.90
In the lectures, WS ad dresses the sense in which time is in tro duced as a metrical framework rather than as part of the content of
the world. So, how then, is time bound up with “statements concerning empirically ascertain able metrical relations between epi sodes [in the coarse-sense] pertaining to things of everyday life?”91

89 FMPP, II, 34. Al though WS re fers to Jack Nor man’s work, Jack con tin ued

along the lines of Reichenbach who re garded events as in the world in the nar row sense.
90 TWO, 551.
91 TWO, 551.
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The use of tensed statements is a basic feature of the thing-kind
framework and, even if one could pry it loose from the framework
of time,
tensed discourse with these [temporal] connectives,
but without the framework of time, would constitute
a most primitive picture of the world.92
WS argues for the ineliminability of tensed discourse and the ultimate incoher ence of those who argue for “timeless facts” the
detensed language of which constitutes the neutral foundation for
these more basic items.93
Leaving aside the dismantling of proponents of a basic
detensed language (con tained in the text), it isn’t dif ficult to see
what WS has in mind by the claim,
This makes it doubly important to see that episode-expressions are grounded in tensed statements
about things, where these statements, since they are
not singular terms, must be that-ed (in effect,
quoted) to serve as the subject of statements to the
effect that something physically implies something
else.94
And indeed, on the theory of events for Sellars 1969, recall that in
the analy sis of events, events are propositions, and so, are a subcategory of PROP, e.g., EPROP.95
Jones putting the litmus paper in acid is an event,
not an object
which is an alyzed in the material mode as
That Jones put the litmus paper in acid is an event,
not an object
and becomes, in formal mode,

92 TWO, 552.
93 TWO, 531-532. The “ir re duc ible el e ment of tensed dis course about things

which is at the heart of our world pic ture,” 577. That there is a place for the
detensed lan guage is shown by Sicha in his Math e matics.
94 TWO, 543.
95 Ex ploit ing the ter mi nol ogy of the Sellars-Rosenberg cor re spon dence, Jan u ary 16, 1973.
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The •Jones put the litmus paper in acid• is an
EPROP, not a ST.96
Coincidentally, on the fine-grained analy sis in the later theory of
events, as WS says in TWO, ‘The •Jones put the litmus paper in
acid•’ is not a singular term once it has been suitably “that-ed” and
causal statements are metalinguistic in character.
Turning to time in the coarse-grained sense, WS offers the following,
The temp ta tion to think of the con tin uum of events topologically con ceived apart from specific metrics as the basic reality
which in cludes these met rics as spe cific patterns of top ological
relationship is a mislocation of the fact that metrical discourse
about events is rooted in premetrical tensed discourse in which
we talk about doing this or that while (be fore, af ter) other
things do this or that in our immediate prac ti cal en vironment. 97

Leaving aside the issue of events in the broad sense that constitute
the topologically ordered continuum, let’s examine how they might
be said to be “rooted in premetrical tensed discourse.”

Time Again
What we’ve got so far creates a ten sion between Time as a relation between events which are not in the world in the narrow
sense—in which case there really are no temporal relations—and
Time as a relation between events in the broad sense—in which
case there are tempo ral re lations. And we need to point to WS’s
view about features of the Manifest Image that help make sense of
these claims. In other words, we need to see what he is getting at
when he remarks above, “temporal aspects of the world cannot be
captured by discourse from which all ‘tensedness’ has been
eliminated.”

96 If events are prop o si tions, then the ex pres sion which trans lates ‘event’ into the

formal mode must stand for a species of sen tence. Here we are coining the
phrase ‘E-sentence’ for that species of sen tence.
97 TWO, 573. For the Kantian, time and space are the me di ums by (through)
which we en coun ter things do ing this or that, here or there.
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It is n’t nec essary to go far because the relevant dis tinc tions can
be found in Science and Metaphysics:
Let me begin by drawing familiar distinctions. In
the first place, between: (a) what I shall call, for reasons which will shortly emerge, ‘fine-grained’ or
‘theo retical’ Space…(b) Contrasting with this there
is what I shall call ‘coarse-grained’ or empirical
Space. It, too, is an infinite individual, but it is an individual the elements of which are possibilities—roughly, possible relations of perceptible material things.98
…Coarse-grained (or empirical) Space consists of
possible relations of coarse-grained material things
to one another. Here, the relation of ‘occupy ing a
place’ is a special case of that interesting kind of relation which is ‘realizing a possibility’.99
WS makes a great deal out of the fact that Kant’s confusion about
the status of coarse-grained space was reflected in both his ontology about space and his ontology about time—a point that will turn
out to be crucial later on. But, for now, it suffices to explore the
coarse-grained or empirical space100 that finds its way into our every day, manifest-framework-physics. For certainly, coarse grained
empirical space must be in the world in the narrow sense otherwise
“picturing” wouldn’t exist nor would the Jumblies be able to say
anything.101
C.D. Broad’s discussion of McTaggart provides the context
within which WS’ discussion of time and the world order takes
place. Since the account it self takes place within the phenomenol ogy of time, it is pos sible to mine it for insight with out get ting lost
in Broad’s distinctions: pressing issues of his day have been exchanged for problems of our own. Aside from that, Broad presupposes the ontology of facts and events which we don’t want to
98 SM (Sci ence and Meta phys ics), 53, ‘crude geo met ri cal’ con cepts in ME (The

Meta phys ics of Epis te mol ogy), 204.
99 SM, 54.
100 Again, the ac tu al ity-pos si bil ity re la tion ship of the thing-kind frame work hov -

ers in the back ground.
101 Sellars uses Ed ward Lears’ fic tional “Jumblese,” the lan guage of the Jumblies

to illustrate his the ory of predi ca tion, see the lec ture “Perspectives 1986,” lecture II.
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presuppose.102 Thus, much of what he has to say needs to be transposed to a different key.

Coarse-Grained Time and Space
For the Kantian, Time and Space are the medi ums by which we
experience thing-kinds.103 Yet, how is that possible if there is no
time? A clue to the answer lies in WS’s ac ceptance of his recon struction of the Kantian approach according to which time, somehow, in some way, lives in our experience of the world order.104 For
our purposes, this will give us useful metaphors for talking about
time.
The somehow pres ence of Time at the common sense level, as
WS regards it, appears in tensed English in the form of Tense (5)
and aspect: a change unfolds in a way (aspect) and “takes place”
yesterday, tomorrow or now (tense). In this respect, “tense” bears a
resemblance to the spa tial “place” by lo cating change relative to a
view point (ei ther the speaker moment or a ref erence event rel ative
to the speaker) and “aspect” re sembles the way pos sible re lations of
material things are distributed throughout the change (the way
things might be “manys” or “ones”): the “shape” of a change, so to
speak. The precision of the ordering in a change, like that in space,
can be refined to an extent that depends on only the limits of one’s
metaphysical microscope—adverbs (yesterday), complex noun
phrases (Stardate -314063.34746888274, 3rd house on the left un102 For a sus tained at tack on the con cept of “fact” see ME.
103 I will para phrase some of the Ste ven’s Pinker’s Google lec ture on his own

work. To me, his Kantian sen ti ments and joy with the func tion of verbs make
his views easy to re construct as suit ably Sellarsian and I do so in what fol lows.
Al though Pinker puts events and time in the world, it is done in such a way that
it can be made to illu minate WS’s simple model about coarse-grained time and
events (the world or der) with out too much vi o lence to ei ther . Since WS doesn’t use a linguistic anal y sis in TWO, it makes the rel e vant distinc tions harder
to fol low and this is where Pinker’s ap proach shines.
104 With the sig nif i cant mod i fi ca tion that ob jects are representeds in space and
time–but more of this later, see also KPKT (Kant and Pre-Kantian Themes:
Lec tures by Wilfrid Sellars), chap ters 16-17.
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der the overpass). In our coarse-grained empir ical space, it is
enough that change is determinable relative to a “viewpoint.” It
need not be fixed like a digital clock as long as the general
flow—“coming abouts” in time decanted into the flow things—is
observed (there-then, here-now), the coarse-grained measure of
change (empirical time) doesn’t wait for precision, and ignores absolute detail (although by piling on descriptions, it can generate detail like it was there-then at 42.19N 122.51W elev. 5304’ at
Stardate -314063.34746888274).105 It is aspect and not tense that
often plays a key role in illustrating empirical time much in the way
that shape plays a key role for navigat ing empir ical space. It of ten
appears in WS’s (and Broad’s) examples
as an open-ended present progressive
(crossing) or closed-ended complete motion (ran) while the “instantaneous” or
“momentaneous” punctate verbs (kick,
smack) typ ically give way to the explicit
appearance of ‘now’. The ‘now’ as a crude
metrical concept, works like the notion of
a point-boundary on a simplified empiricist’s account of a bounded line. For example, in a black cross
drawn on a white page, one line is limited at the juncture by the horizontal line; they in tersect at the point, the limit.106
The point here [see figure at the juncture of the
cross] can be thought of as the limit of the boundary
and it coincides, as it were, with the limit of the
white. There is a limit there. We actually experience
the white as limiting the black and the black as limiting the white: the experiencing of a limit. By ‘point’
is not meant something like a dot that has extensity;
the point is the intersection of the lines which are
bound aries: they would be limits. One vertical line
is limited at the juncture by the horizontal line; they
intersect at a point.107
105 WS doesn’t discuss cases that use a refer ence time, the per fect tenses, “The

CEO of GM will have been fired by then,” “The CEO of Morgan Stan ley had
earned a bil lion dol lar bo nus by the crash of 2008” so let’s omit it.
106 ME, 205.
107 ME, 205.
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Space carries time along with it: if the course-grained notion of a
line is treated as the end or boundary of a one-dimensional ribbon
(in which, linguistically speaking, the other features are ignored),
then “cut the end off the fishing line leader,” makes per fectly good
sense. “Time stuff,” then, when treated as a thing-kind taking up
residence in coarse-grained space, devel ops similar “boundaries”
as when one is asked “to begin their lecture when Jones is finished.”
For the participant in the manifest world, time is parasitic in the
sense that tense and aspect treat stuff and things in the thing-kind
framework as stretching along dimensions with a certain shape (aspect) and somehow relative to the operant viewpoint (tense). Locations in coarse-grained time, like locations in coarse-grained space
while simplified (near/far), stretch nebulously and indefinitely
backward and ineluctably forward from me, the speaker, or form
part of the present scenery with adverbs keeping an inventory of the
salient details (yesterday, a long long time ago).
Granting with Sellars108, that somehow at the level of common sense, time is encoded in tense and aspect, tense works, in a
premetrical framework, like prepositions and other spatial terms to
lo cate rel ative to a viewpoint while as pect pro vides a “shape” for
changes and that the “happenings in time are packaged like the flow
of matter”109, we have a reason ably comfort able picture of the way
that the manifest image account of coarse-grained time and
coarse-grained space as in the world in the narrow sense are embedded in the language of common sense.

108 Ste ven Pinker pro vides com men tary on verbs from which one can ex trap o late

on to log i cal con sid er ations. The sub tlety with which time-talk merges with
thing-talk can be seen in Thucydides fa mous com men tary on his to ri og ra phy,
Bk 1.22: “...as many as wish to look at the truth of what hap pened (ta
genomena), and things will hap pen (ta mellonta) once more that are likely to
be of such a kind given hu man na ture.” Note that ta genomena and ta mellonta
come to mean sim ply “the past” and “the fu ture” but “per sons” are the ini tial
ul ti mate sub jects while other things are treated as trun cated per sons, peo ples’
“doings” and “plannings.”
109 See Ste ven Pinker’s Google lec ture on the “Stuff of Thought” be cause it is not
possi ble to do jus tice to his sugges tive ac count.
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Absolute Becoming
From this it follows that C.D. Broad’s notion of “goings-on,”
“happenings” and the like, his processes, Sellars chooses not pry
loose from thing-kinds.110 In deed, while Sellars finds a place for
pro cesses, Broad’s absolute processes do not belong to
phenomenological reduction taking place within the Manifest Image. If anything for WS, Broad’s absolute processes represent the
core of the change of conceptual frameworks as we move away
from the Manifest Image. One can see that while Sellars 1957 lo cates events in the world in the narrow sense, C.D. Broad’s flavor of
event is not part of Sellars’ basic furniture of the world. WS is clear
about the derivative status of events even if he has yet to come up
with the means for articulating “…is an event” in a way that works
for both the Manifest and Scientific framework. In the later theory,
once events move one step up the semantic lad der, their treatment
falls under the approach taken to conceptual change in general.
“Absolute Becoming” which Broad must treat as a non-explained explainer, WS treats gingerly in TWO111 because, as he
thought at the time, it is one of the fundamental forms of event expressions in the thing-framework where events are in the world in
the narrow sense:
While things are referred to by names, the fundamental form of event expressions in the thing framework is indicated by the following:
‘S’s being Φ,
‘S’s becoming Φ,
‘S’s V-ing (or being V-ed )’ (where ‘V’ represents an appropriate verb).
Both ‘S’ and ‘S’s being V’ are singular terms, but
their statuses within this category are radically different. We have al ready had quite a bit to say about
the ‘existence’ of events and, indeed, of past, present, and future events within the framework of

110 C.D. Broad, I, 142ff.
111 TWO, 567, C. D. Broad, 277.
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things. It is time we said something about the ‘existence’ of things themselves.112
Thus, he re marks, these existence statements about things are “irreducibly tensed as statements about the qualitative and relational vicissitudes of things.” Putting,
(135) S ; is, was, will be C Φ113
in parallel terms that make explicit the existential claim, gives us
(135) S ; exists, existed, will exist C114
The ques tion, “What is the anal y sis given to these ex istence statements?” is answered, in part, in the monumental GE (Grammar and
Existence: A Preface to Ontology).
In the pivotal GE (1958), the examination is directed against
the then current dog matic reading of ex istential claims: that, for
example,
S is a man
is to be understood as,
(K) S is a K
which gives the ap pear ance of a commitment to the existence of en tities of a higher order. Interestingly, WS notes,
Even if we could take it as established that to quantify over adjective, common noun, and statement-vari ables is not to assert the existence of
qualities, kinds or propositions, we would sooner or
later have to face the fact that ordinary language
does involve the use of the singular terms and the
common nouns which raise the specter of Platonism—and, indeed, that we do make the existence
statements which the Platonist hails as the substance of his position. For we do make such statements as ‘There is a quality (thus triangularity)
which . . .’ ‘There is a class (thus, dog-kind—or the
class of white things) which. . .’ , and ‘There is a

112 TWO, 561.
113 TWO, 561.
114 TWO, 561.
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proposition (thus, that Caesar crossed the Rubicon)
which . . .’ . These statements, gen uinely existential
in character, make forthright ontological commitments. Or are these commitments, perhaps, less
forthright than they seem? Can they, perhaps, be ‘reduced’ to statements which make no ref erence, ex plicit or implicit, to ontological categories ?115
To put it somewhat differently,
that Caesar crossed the Rubicon is a proposition
is the material mode, or categorial counterpart of the formal mode,
that Caesar crossed the Rubicon is a sen tence
which WS suggests leads the way to extricating ourselves from
Plato’s beard:
That existential quantification over predicate or
sentential variables does not assert the existence of
abstract entities. I then suggested that if the only
contexts involving abstract singular terms of the
forms f-ness, K-kind and that-p which could not be
reformulated in terms of expressions of the forms ‘x
is f, x is a K’, and ‘p’ were categorizing statements
such as ‘ f-ness is a quality’, ‘K-kind is a class’ , ‘p is
a proposition’, then we might well hope to relieve
platonistic anxieties by the use of syn tactical therapy.116
Aside from the gen eral treat ment of categorial state ments such as
(K) S is a K
as
S is something,
GE brings us no closer to an account of
…is an event
and it seems clear that the status of events continues to elude because there is a re luc tance to press the point. What would account
for the hesitation?
An answer, of sorts, suggests itself by following the treatment
of existence statements in TWO.
Once we realize that ‘existence’ is not to be confused with ‘existential’ quantification, we are in a
115 GE, 519.
116 GE, 533.
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position to note that whereas such radically different existence statements as
(147) Eisenhower exists
and
(152) Triangularity exists,
not to mention
(153) Lions exist
and
(154) Numbers exist,
have in common the general form
(155) (x) x satisfies the criteria for being called
(an) N,
there is a radical difference between the first and
second member of each pair, a difference which
concerns the nature of the criteria. And once we reflect on these differences we note that whatever may
ultimately be true of (152) and (154), the existence
statements concerning Eisenhower and lions essentially involve a relation to the person making the
statement. For to say that Eisenhower exists is to imply that he belongs to a system (world) which includes us as knowers (i.e., language users). In other
words, such statements as that Eisenhower exists
have an intimate logical connection with statements
which give expression to their own location in the
framework to which belongs the referent of the
statement (in this case Eisenhower), i.e., token-reflexive statements. And the token-reflexive statements in question are those which formulate the
nexus of observation and inference in terms of
which the claim that there is something which satisfies the criteria for being called Dwight D. Eisenhower would be justified.117
WS is doing more than deplatonizing syn tactic therapy, he suggests
that ex istence statements reveal something about the char acter of
our companions in this world, but what sort of thing would that be?
117 TWO, 564. Sicha gives a com pre hen sive ac count of the move that WS makes

with re spect to ex is ten tial quan ti fi ca tion, A Meta phys ics of El e men tary Math e mat ics, 102ff., 143ff.
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We gain some insight into the features of our observational framework that are being revealed:
Again,
(159) There are future things
is to be understood as a derived statement which
rests on
(160) S is future @/@ ‘S will exist’ is true
and, hence, on
(161) S will exist.
Here we find a cru cial difference between things
and events (in the thing framework), for, as we saw,
(95) There are future episodes
does not rest on
(162) E will exist
but rather on
(163) E will take place
which is equivalent to a statement of the form
(164) S will V.118
We take “‘There are ep isodes’” to be equivalent to ‘Something is
tak ing place, or has taken place or will take place.’
In other words, as already mentioned, events (of the first theory) have a deriv ative status in the sense that singu lar terms referring to events are contextually introduced in terms of sentences involving singular terms referring to things.119 From which it follows
that the “coming to be and passing away” in the thing framework
does not mean the coming to be or passing away of events (as Broad
or Reichenbach saw it) because although events take place, events
are contextually introduced, not named, although they are not, in
Sellars 1957, linguistic entities, nei ther are they pri mary existents.120 Broad’s puzzle ‘How can temporal relations obtain between an item which exists and one which doesn’t exist if aRb e
(x)(y) xRy?,’ (i.e., in the Man ifest Image, the relata must ex ist),
does not arise unless one confuses existence statements with existential quantification and ‘...exists’ with ‘...takes place’.121

118 TWO, 566.
119 TWO, 572.
120 TWO, 594.
121 Sicha has an ex tended dis cus sion of this point in the Math e mat ics.
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The family of concepts (ear lier, later, past, present, future,
now, then and so on) which make up the framework of ordinary
temporal discourse rests on an irreducibly perspectival structure.122 But time as a measure of events is a measure of things, the
foundation of temporal discourse is rooted in premetrical tensed
discourse and nonrelational temporal connectives of talk about
things or persons doing this or that while, before, after, other things
or persons doing this or that in our perspectively immediate envi ronment, the relevant ur-concepts pertaining to the temporal:123
it seems to me to be perfectly clear that the basic individuals of this universe of discourse are things
and persons–in short the ‘substances’ of classical
philosophy.124
Happenings in time come prepared like the continual flow of substance-stuff that gets chopped into segments and relabeled in the
flow of ex perience as ‘events’. The irreduc ibly perspectival char acter exerts its influence in the relatively few segments into which
the happenings in time are packaged. Leaving aside aspect–how
happenings begin, unfold and end–our tensed language locates relative to a viewpoint in fairly coarse terms that are sensitive to di rection (before, after) ignore absolutes (much like the spatial near/far
from me or from a reference point) and collect globs of change with
the imprecise signposts of temporal adverbs (now, yesterday, while)
and the tracking concepts (before and after, at the same time).
Time as expressed in the premetrical grammatical machinery
of language is easily run together with the metricization of a precise
topolog ical system of relations but the latter is a reaxiomatization
of the framework of changing-things-in-temporal-discourse. To be
premetrical means that missing is time as a con tin uous, pre cisely
measurable economy. Relative to the ‘now’ of speaking, changes
without duration (hit, jump, swat, kick, knock, coldcock) are as precise as necessary for our “being in the world” in the specious present, but the present in this sense, for those uncorrupted by
philosophy, is often no more than the duration of the stable state be-

122 TWO, 593.
123 TWO, 573, FMPP (Foun da tions for a Meta phys ics of Pure Pro cess), II, §142.
124 TWO, 594.
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fore the brain shakes itself off the present bias by moving on to the
“What’s new?” stage:
It is often said that we must avoid ‘spatializing’
time. Statements to this effect are invariably con fused, for in so far as they imply that we should not
think of time in metrical terms they are actually a
contradiction. But they do contain insights which
account for their vitality. These are the insights that
changing things are not to be identified with their
histories, that time as a measure of events is also a
measure of things, and that the foundation of temporal discourse is the use of tensed verbs and
nonrelational temporal connectives.125
Although not explicitly recognized as such, aspect plays a
key role in the absorption of the temporal into the premetrical grammatical machinery of the ratio nally recon structed tensed language
of TWO. For, not only does it appear throughout the corpus in the
form of examples cast in the present progressive (crossing the
Rubicon, S’s V-ing), but it also bears the weight of the key stone
concept of the perspectival.126 As we have seen, the two gate keep ers of the temporal in WS’ regimented thing-nature framework are
tense and as pect. Where lan guage employs tense to encode the “location” of a happening, so to speak, in time (Caesar crossed,
crosses, will cross the Rubicon), aspect encodes the perspectival
features of our encounter with the world, its structure as
point-of-viewish.127 To make the Kantian point, knowability essentially in vokes a perspectival relationship between the person
seeing and the object encountered128 and this relation is encoded in
grammar as aspect. A per son can take a swing in their instantaneous
present, or jog over the field, which is continuous or atelic, and they
can slide into home which, for many (the “it’s not how you play the
game, it’s whether you win or lose” crowd), is the “end-point” of
the whole enterprise. Importantly, aspect implicitly expresses the
125 TWO, 574.
126 For ex am ple, in IKTE (The Role of Imag i na tion in Kant’s The ory of Ex pe ri -

ence), Para graph 25; KTI (Kant’s Tran scen den tal Ide al ism), para graph 49;
TTC (To wards a The ory of Cat e go ries), 51; and through out TWO.
127 See IKTE, para graph 25; KTI, 49.
128 We are leav ing aside in fer en tial di men sion at this point, TTC, para graph 51.
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point of view taken on a changing thing (from its Latin roots,
aspicere). How many monolingual English speakers have been
overwhelmed in learning a foreign language that uses different
verb forms if one is watching a developing, ongoing change from
the inside (so, He was crossing the Rubicon) or, as complete from
the outside as in he crossed the Rubicon? Per haps tense and aspect
are independent: S becomes φ can happen a long time ago, today or
sooner or later (tense) no matter what our point of view (aspect).
Aspect encodes one’s viewpoint on something coming-about. In
ordinary discourse, it does duty for the philosophers’ “now.”
The characterizing of a happening from a certain point of
view divides into “states” and “episodes.”129 The lat ter are ei ther
telic or atelic (crossing the Potomac vs rowing around). And, from
our point of view, episodes can be durative (jogging) or
momentaneous (punching the time card). When the view is from
the inside, here-now before my eyes, as it were, the imperfective aspect ap pears as the pres ent pro gres sive, the pro gres sive as pect (the
Decider is decid ing) in con trast to the completed or perfect aspect
(the Decider has/had decided) when the view is from the outside,
there-then before my eyes, so to speak, the primary picture of the
world in the framework of things is a tensed picture of which aspect
is an irreducible part. Indeed, together, they con stitute time and the
world order:130
The ex istence of the world as well as of the ‘events’
which make it up is irreducibly perspectival. The
structure of the world as a temporal structure is irreducibly perspectival—though not, as we have seen,
‘subjective’ in any pejorative sense.131
The theory of events of Sellars 1957, is not antithetical to the
spa tial character of extruded sub stance-stuff in the wake of the re ality of a person’s utterances which include this, here and now: one
must be comfortable with “cutting of the end,” “moving the meeting time forward” (meaning “backward”) or extending “too far

129 On sev eral oc ca sion, WS directs us to ward an anal y sis of states.
130 TWO, 591.
131 TWO, 593, 594.
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over the boundary” and, of course, the ineluctable flow of
time-stuff.
However, events as non-propositional singular terms did not
accommodate the intuition that they are to be located in the fabric of
connectives which operate on sentences.
In any case, there is no doubt that spatial relations, the media
of outer sense, are central to the picturing relation. Is it not also the
case that in some sense, the use of tensed language rests on the existence of the medium of time in outer sense? We are re minded of
Renatus132 who locates space and time, in some sense, among the
char acteristics of receptiv ity as such—which is what, WS notes,
should be meant by the forms of sensibility.133 Indeed, that there
are such char acteristics in the world in the narrow sense (as fea tures
of complex nonconceptual representations) underwrites the ability
to have conceptual representations to guide minds.
These character istics, and the J-dimension in particular (as
we shall shortly see), give WS’ an answer to Kant’s awkward problem of accounting for objective succession: as Weldon notes, the
problem of producing “a cerebral occurrence which can make possible any discrimination between a succession of apprehension and
an apprehension of succession.”134 Or, as WS puts it,
In the case of Time a careful Renatus would distinguish between,
a conceptual representation of a bang following a whiz

and,
a conceptual representation of a bang following a conceptual
representation of a whiz…

A Renatus who has pondered the way in which our
conceptual representations of the spatial structure
of physical states of affairs are guided by ‘counterpart’ features of our sense impressions will be led to
speculate concerning what it is about our
nonconceptual representings which guides the un-

132 KSU (Kant’s Views on Sen si bil ity and Un der stand ing), 486.
133 KSU, 490.
134 T.D.Weldon, Kant’s Cri tique of Pure Rea son (Ox ford, 1944), 265. See also

Prichard’s ac count of the er ror in try ing to re solve a suc ces sion of sounds into
what we take to be suc ces sive sounds, 48.
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derstanding in its representation of temporal relations.135
For WS, it is possible to capture the respect (that which guides) in
which a sequence of impressions becomes an impression of a succession by introducing a highly theoretical concept: the τ-dimension.136 The τ-dimension is itself 2-dimensional, in some sense, as
WS represents it. His disagreement with C. D. Broad on the nature
of the temporal arises from the fact that Broad’s treat ment is
unapologetically phenomenological137 and not, I think, because he
thinks the t-dimension must be impoverished (with fewer dimensions).138
While the τ-dimension is not part of the thing-framework, it
does help one understand why WS held onto the view of how the
primary picture of the world order reflected in the thing-framework
is irreducibly tensed and therefore, temporal in the coarse-grained
premetrical sense. Let us consider it.
The phenomenological account of time that Broad offers, once
appropriated by WS, tends to straddle the interface between the
coarse-grained premetrical Manifest Image and Sci entific Image
while Broad regards the account as rigorously phenomenological.
In other words, WS would deny Broad the fruits of his
phenomenological analy sis and argue that, if any thing, it constituted an attempt to move on from the Manifest Image. Thus, Sellars
would reject what for Broad, was a ground floor distinction, namely
that
Spatial ex tension and the occurrence of spatial relations presuppose temporal duration and a certain
determinate form of temporal relation.139
For WS, not only is time not in the world in the narrow sense (as it is
for Broad) but it is, as we have seen, nonrelational.

135 SM, 231.
136 FMPP, II, ¶133-137 con tains the ex pla na tion for Weldon’s prob lem.
137 “A Re ply to My Crit ics,” in The Phi los o phy of C.D.Broad, (Tu dor, NY, 1959),

p. 772.
138 While strug gling with the no tion of per sis tence, in re sponse to my ques tion,

“how does a C#-ing have di mension?,” WS re sponded, “sound fills a room
does n’t it?”
139 Re ply, 269.
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With respect to the specious present, Broad mistakenly supposes, notes WS, that the ordering in the temporal dimension must
be one which “involves an introspectable (sensory or quasi-sensory) fea ture.”140 Naturally, of course, Broad’s approach is
through-and-through phenomenological so WS’s point must be
granted. And, as much as one might want to cheer for Broad’s eloquent defense of his critique in the Examination, WS’s parsimoni ous account may work given that it is embedded in the complex
relationship between frameworks and very powerful ontological
considerations.141 I say “may” work simply because WS did not
have the time to elaborate on the Carus’s lectures claim that
In addition to continuing through the period t1 t2 at
the τ zero point, the C#ing is continued in another
manner. Metaphorically it moves to the right in the
τ-dimension.142
The weight upon the use of “metaphorically” here can be seen from
the fact that it is the explication of the phenomenology of this very
notion that leads Broad to his 3-dimensional representation of time.
Could it be open for Renatus to argue that within the coarse-grained
premetrical discourse of changing things, our tensed discourse provides the seeds for something like what Broad regards as
presentness? As far as concerns the counterpart of the Specious
Present in the Scientific Image, its length appears to be dependent
on temporal intervals that recur in studies of visual timing.143 This
complex ity may have as its Man ifest counterpart the aspect which
makes our experience of the world irreducibly perspectival (swung
when it was crossing the outside corner). It is the perspectival idiosyn crasies of speakers and thinkers, which, in relation to different
points of view, have the perspectival (‘sub jective’) char acteristics
of pastness, presentness, and futurity that find a home in tensed discourse.144
140 FMPP, II, §146.
141 Vol. II, Part I, of the ex am i na tion (281-288) and his Re ply, 772.
142 FMPP, II, §133.
143 For ex am ple, I’ve men tioned the 3-sec ond rule that av er ages the brain’s

switch ing of a task and asking, met a phor i cally speak ing, “What’s new?”
144 Why, af ter all, is it the “World Or der”? Be cause the pri mary pic ture of the

struc ture of the world is ir re duc ibly tensed and perspectival where time, in the
coarse-grained sense as a measure of events in the coarse-grained sense, is
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As character ized before, the premetrically temporal comes in
coarse packages of indefinite time gobs. The speaker’s now orders
the time-gobs relative to it by even more open-ended way-points:
before-and-after, at-the-same-time, this-while-that. Unlike the
way-points on your GPS, however, these show no evidence of a
continuous, respectably measurable commodity. A discrete happening (cross the street) contrasts with a non-discrete or continuous one (strolling around the park) with frayed edges instead of
perfect endpoints (come over after the end of your walk). The analogue would be like talking about space simplistically (near to me,
far from me) rather than in terms of so phisticated metrical concepts.
Thus it appears that the reconstructed Specious Present, not
only yields Weldon’s sequence of representings as a represen tation
of a sequence but also must account for whatever Broad has in mind
by his “presentness.” WS complaint against Broad lies in the
phenomenological characterization of “degrees of presentness” but
might there not be a deeper insight here that accounts for WS’s own
use of “metaphorically-to-the-right”? It is not hard to be persuaded
that Broad brings in the intensive magnitudes of presentness as an
antidote for the extensive characterization of changing things.
Per haps there is something about the in trinsically point of
viewishness of our egocentric imposition on the world order that
would account for the coarse-grained premetrical urgency of what
is “metaphorically moving to the right” in the τ-dimension? From
our point of view, we carve happenings in the world at the joints
(whimsically, it’s stuff that can slip away, we’re running out of
time) but no tenses exist for a greater precision than the three-way
locations: three amorphous regions defined relative to our
perspectival ego. We have (1) the specious present that exists as the
fundamental unit within which premetrical temporal distinctions
are irrelevant relative to the occasion of speaking. Swirling behind
our present location, we have (2) the past stretching backward indefinitely and we have (3) the future that goes from now until the
Hitchhiker’s Restaurant at the End of the Universe. Our irreducibly
also a mea sure of things. The premetrical temporal connec tives or adverbials
(while, be fore, af ter) in volve state ments about things. It is the al lure of the
perspectival that may have lulled Kant into the view that Time was the medium
for in ner sense and, there fore, of only in ner representings.
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perspectival experience is embed ded in the tense and as pect of our
tensed discourse about the world. Although not as robust as the
qualitative dimension sought by Broad, it suggest that somehow
there is a coarse-grained, non-conceptual counterpart of what we
come to feel is the moving image of eternity even if, beyond this,
there is lit tle we can say within the resources of the Man ifest Image.
In the coarse-grained sense, Time is change, but in the fine-grained
sense it is, as WS says in echoing Aristotle, the measure of change:
I want to suggest that time is the real number series,
the series of real numbers as correlated with certain
measuring procedures.145

Phe nomen ol ogy of Mind

In addition to the ontology of events, the phenomenology of
mind makes a sur pris ing appear ance in several Lectures. One immediately wonders, “what is it doing there?” After all, one of the
more remarkable features of WS’s phenomenology has to be that he
does not think that the real mys teries of the mind yield to
phenomenological analy sis. Indeed, was it not this attitude that influenced Rorty and the Churchlands? “But,” someone immedi ately

145 See “Per spec tives 1986,” Lec ture III. For an ac count of num ber in a man ner

conge nial to WS’ project, see Jeffrey Sicha’ ad mi ra bly clear ac count in A
Meta phys ics of El e men tary Math e mat ics, (U. Mass Press, 1974). It is clear
that WS used Sicha’s ap proach as a re source for parts of his for mal ism and, for
this rea son, Sicha’s text fills lecunae in the Sellarsian di a lec tic, see Sicha's
"Re con struc tion of the Nat u ral Num bers," p. 141, in his Meta phys ics of Math e mat ics.
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responds, “doesn’t that mean that there is no such thing as introspection, self-awareness, indeed, consciousness!? But why, then,
do people persist in having such responses?” Like Kant’s “thing
in-itself,” for WS, one can actu ally say a great deal about
“introspectibles” but the results definitely won’t meet the expectations of good ol’ fashioned common sense. After all, a new ex pla nation that doesn’t tell a story about why the old one worked as well as
it did isn’t acceptable to WS so he is going to have a story to tell.
Like the wealth of Tantulus, the fruits of our mental participation are essentially out of reach, that is to say, they are categorially
out of reach:
34. It is a most significant fact, as I have pointed out
elsewhere, that the classification of thoughts, construed as classical mental episodes, permits of no
such easy retreat to a non-functional level. Roughly,
our classification of thoughts, construed as episodes which belong to a framework which explains
the kaleidoscopic shifts of sayings and propensities
to say, is almost purely functional. We have only the
foggiest notion at what kinds of episodes,
nonfunctionally described, perform the relevant
functions, though philosophers of a scientific orientation are prepared to character ize them gener ically
as neurophysiological. As a result, philosophers unaware of this alternative strategy have the illusion of
an ultimacy of the conceptual functioning of
thoughts which is responsible for continuing philosophical puzzles about how mental acts are to be fitted into a naturalistic picture of the world.146
The implicit defanging of an introspective approach to analy sis is
delivered with kid-gloves but consigning centuries of surveying
the mental landscape to the “foggiest notion,” cannot be construed
as faint praise. As he re marks in the Carus Lectures,
To put it bluntly, the fruits of painstaking theory
construction in the psychology and neuro-physiology of sense perception cannot be anticipated by
screwing up one’s mental eye (the eye of the child
146 AAE (Ac tions and Events), 189.
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within us) and “seeing” the very manner-of-sensing-ness of a volume of red.147
Doubtless, WS’s position is not meant to warm the hearts of those
who have the “eye-as-a-camera” view point or the
“mind-as-the-mirror-of-nature” approach to time and the world order. In WS’ hilarious attack on all flavors of Relationalism in the
Notre Dame Lectures, he undermines every support that gives aid
and comfort to those who would “survey” the furniture of the
mind.148 ME consists, in large measure, of an equally sustained attack on every canonical variety of apprehension under virtually every descriptive metaphor that has been mobilized to capture this
immaculate conception of the mind.
For those whose theological persuasion demands “events,”
“time” and “cau sality” to be in-the-world in the nar row sense, the
preceding discussion of this triune world order has them running
for the door. WS’s apparent assault on our “access” to our own
mental states offers them all the more rea son to flee. 149
To see how WS develops the “story” pertaining to
phenomenological analysis (previously mentioned), H. A.
Prichard provides a good place to start. WS extends Prichard’s view
to states of the self and, as he did with RWS (Roy Wood Sellars),
WS re gards his own view that sensations are the oretical items as an
alternative to Prichard’s “enlightened” form of introspection if you
will. Prichard simply does not go far enough.
In the No tre Dame Lectures, WS re marks that Prichard responded to charges that, somewhere along his metaphys ical
journey, he has lost the world!
It goes without say ing that the last thing to do is to
minimize the difficulty. If there is any sphere in
which we seem exempt from the possibility of error
it is [inner and outer] perception. How can we, it is
natural to ask, make a mistake as to what we see or
147 FMPP (Foun da tions for a Meta phys ics of Pure Pro cess), I, 82, p. 19.
148 See the lec ture “Lan guage and Mean ing 1969.”
149 Sicha’s pa tient elabo ra tion of the differ ence be tween what we see and what we

see “of” something in KTM (Kant’s Tran scen den tal Meta phys ics) as well as a
simi lar ac count by WS in ME is not likely to as suage any body’s fears. However, it does offer a glimpse into WS’s view with out it be ing clouded by the
fears of those who have a des per ate need for the real of to day to ex ert its pres ence.
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feel or hear? And how is it possible to do so not
merely sometimes but normally, if not always?150
The tongue-in-cheek tone notwithstanding, Prichard takes se riously the task of talking his audience out of their difficulties. He
puts his finger on the breaking-point:
The [traditional] analy sis, it seems to me, is quite
mistaken, since it resolves the having or experiencing a sensation or, as I would rather say, the perceiving it, into a particular way of knowing it, which, so
far as I can see, it is not.151
That the at tempt to drive a metaphysical wedge between “ap pre hending” or “getting-at” what is sensed and the mere having an impression, sensory state and so on, occupies center stage in ME is
hardly worth repeating. Prichard thinks
what is ordinarily called perception consists in taking, i.e., really mistaking, something that we see or
feel for something else;152
a point which WS sympathetically relates during the course of the
Notre Dame Lectures. Although Prichard expresses the hope that
we could work ourselves out of this habitual mistaking, he notes
with mock seriousness, that no matter how hard we try, the sun will
always appear to rise and to set. Furthermore, he finds the target of
such meta physical ther apy remarkably elu sive in the case of touch:
I confess that I cannot get farther than say ing that
when, for example, that occurs which we should ordinarily call my feeling a hard, smooth, and lumpy
oblong-shaped with my hand, I am taking certain
extended feelings of a kind with which everyone is
familiar for a hard, smooth, lumpy ob long body. It
looks, no doubt, as if on the general view it ought to
be possible to say more than this.153
For Prichard, the moral of the story for which he has been arguing
is, like WS argues in ME, that what we call seeing or feel ing a body
150 See the lec ture “Per ceiv ing and Per cep tion 1973” and Prichard’s Knowl edge

and Percep tion, (Ox ford, 1950) from lec tures and es says during 1927-1938,
p.62.
151 Prichard, 63.
152 Prichard, 52.
153 Prichard, 64.
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consists in mistaking something for a body–a po sition that common
sense re sists because,
first, the almost universal tendency to take it for
granted, without serious consideration, that perception in its various forms is a particular way of knowing something, with the consequent implication that
no mistake is possible as to the character of what we
really see or feel; and, second, the reluctance to admit that colors and feelings of touch, though dependent on us as percipients, are extended.154
Now WS, of course, wants to replace the entire ed ifice of “appre hen sion” or 24-Karat access to the facts but, un like the case of
fine-grained space and time which he doesn’t find in the world,
phenomenological reduction bears fruit. That is, as he puts it in the
No tre Dame Lectures, the conceptual analy sis that drills down,
roughly, to the proper sensibles, yields something that lies at the
non-conceptual core of experience. The fact that our
phenomenological resources have reached the end of their explanatory tether, as Prichard sees, does not erase the fact that there is
something, somehow present in our phenomenological confrontation with the world. 155 WS spends a considerable amount of time in
ME dismantling Prichard’s type of sensa, so he obviously doesn’t
accept Prichard’s commitment to “ob jects” and all that this in volves. On the other hand, as he points out during the Lectures, the
“new new materialists” whether they know it or not, court idealism
with their rejection of secondary qualities. To these idealistic tendencies, WS responds that as a Scientific Realist, he is committed to
the ex istence of color and, therefore, since the cur rent categorial
structure of Cog nitive Science cannot accommodate the successor
of color, the philosophical task is to engage in the conversation with
scientists nec essary to bring about a structure that can.
So, although Prichard hits a wall (“I confess that I can not get
farther...”), WS finds merit in the approach provided that one bears
in mind the fact that sen sory states are introduced as explanatory
154 Prichard, 68.
155 Could we ex tend those re sources? No. But, we can move on to a differ ent con -

cep tual frame work that would give us access to that of which we were earlier
only dimly aware. The idea of aug ment ing the Man i fest Im age to ac complish
the same thing is a trap, a snare of givenness.
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items in the Manifest Image—a position that had not occurred to
Prichard (or Sellars’ fa ther, RWS for that matter).
Just what the successor of color will be requires, as Sicha explains in his introduction to KTM (Kant’s Transcendental Metaphysics: Sellars’ Cassirer Lectures and Other Essays), the exploration of the current stage of the Manifest Image in an effort to
articulate the char acter of the pro jection of this framework (the relevant framework features) into the Sci entific Image. In case one
would be wondering, “What is the current stage of the Manifest Image?” An anecdote provides the answer: Jay Rosenberg once said,
in response to a question about identify ing what framework one is
in, “if you ask a kid, “what’s wa ter,” she says, “H2O.” But, if you
ask her, “what’s milk?” she says, “white stuff that comes from a
cow.”

Con scious ness

One final theme in the Lectures should be emphasized. WS’s
frequent comments about the nature of consciousness are likely to
go unnoticed. Even when dealing with the issue of consciousness,
ex professo, as for example, in the analy sis of pain or in the Carus
lectures, after plowing through such a work, the student is likely to
ask, “What does this have to do with consciousness!?” Indeed. After all, in the kind of hard-nosed variant of Prichard’s take on introspection that WS develops, what goes for outer sense, must go for
in ner sense. Worse yet, the fons et origo of the myth of the given has
to be inner sense—if Givenness isn’t rooted out at its source, he’ll
never be rid of it. Once again, as in the case of color, and like Kant’s
thing-in-itself, a great deal can be said about the nature of consciousness even if inner-sense too, is based on a mis-taking.
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In the lecture “Commemoration 1970,” WS remarks on the
two common uses of the word ‘consciousness’. 156 First, consider a
specific question, “What Is Sensory Consciousness?”
On the one hand, ‘consciousness’ is a generic term for the
qual itative character itself of various kinds of perceptual experience. The qual itative character, i.e., the contentual char acter, is the
qualitative dimension of the existential content of a physical system.157 Although the Notre Dame Lectures bring out the fact that
this view more closely approximates that of RWS, we can let it
stand for the moment.
When we believe in ourselves to be in an irritable mood, the
irritation which con fronts this belief is an element of the very irritability believed (as would sensing redly in the color case). In this
sense, we participate in what is believed in. 158 What we par ticipate
in is part of that qualitative dimension of the content of our being.
Consciousness as underly ing our “beliefs in” forms the contentual
aspect of our direct confrontation with the world, our participation
in it—we have beliefs about it (second level beliefs) but from the
outside, so to speak. Rather, it is the subject of our perceptual belief
which, because it is a state of the self, is part ourselves responded to
as a somehow something present. 159
On the other hand, when we go on to talk about our sensations
and beliefs being in consciousness, we use the term “consciousness” in a very dif ferent sense, a sense which pertains, not to first
level belief but to second order (or higher) belief.160 Consciousness
in this second sense does not pertain to perceptual experience and
does not, then, pertain to what we see of objects (i.e., consciousness
as the material mode of what we see of an ob ject). Of course, what
some find so abrading in Sellars is that,
Concepts pertaining to mental acts are functional
and leave open the question of their qualitative or
contentual character. (This lack of specific
156 This lec ture is later incor po rated into DKMB (The Dou ble-Knowl edge Ap -

proach to the Mind-Body Prob lem).
157 DKMB,18.
158 DKMB,10. As sub ject, it is what is taken, what under lies what is “believed in.”
159 “Believe in” is a highly tech ni cal con cept for WS, see the lec ture “Sci en tific

Rea son and Percep tion 1977.”
160 It is in the latter sense that Dennett, for ex am ple, used it.
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contentual aspect is what makes us want to think of
mental acts as “diaphanous.”)161
Thus, beyond generic character izations of the functional character,
it is difficult to say anything about consciousness in the second
sense—even by Prichard’s somewhat re laxed stan dards.
Sellarsian Phenomenology
At this point in the discussion, we stand at the threshold of
WS’s phenomenological approach. Yet, in his papers for professional philosophers, “phenomenology” is noticeable by its absence. As in ME and PKT, it plays a far greater role in the No tre
Dame Lectures once one knows what to look for. To this end, it is
worthwhile retracing WS’s steps to the lectures by echoing the informal approach taken in ME and PKT.
What one sees something as is what is packed into the subject
term of the experience. It is whatever is not in question. When we
see something, we “straight off mistake it for something else” ac cording to Prichard, and it is this sort of “immediacy” that WS emphasizes by invoking Cook Wilson’s notion of “thinking without
question”162 when a novel circumstance makes us erupt with a
spontaneous blurting-out-loud (Dang! [I missed] The bus!).The
“believing in” is a special kind of occurrent believing—thinking
without question. The rest, what might be called into question, belongs in the pred icate. We can iso late what we take for granted,
what is not up for grabs and we separate that from what we can go on
to ask about it or how it seems to us.
We want to take seriously the idea that the difference be tween
what is taken for granted and not up for grabs, i.e., what is be lieved
in, the subject term of our thinking, is not the same as what we believe about it, i.e., the way it seems: believing-as (in the case of believing in) must be distinguished from seeming.
The subject of a per ceptual belief, what is believed in, is given
by a complex demonstrative, for example, this grayish black
smooth pavement with the jagged facing edge. The complex subject
is the first order of a per ceptual ex perience. A perceptual ex peri161 MCP, 248.
162 Prichard, 97.
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ence in which the there is an ac tual qual ity of grayish black, i.e., it is
not merely believed in. As WS might put it using RWS’s terminol ogy, the actuality involved constitutes our existential confrontation with the world, however, it does not constitute the very
somehow presence participated in—that is non-conceputal.
When we feel a pain, the direct response involves an existential confrontation of the evoking by that which evokes, whereas
what we believe about it, normally does not.163 What we per ceive
of an object—the believed in—the demonstrative, consists of qualitative features of the image model that are present as ‘believed
that’ in the pred icate.164
The categorial features of oc cur rent qual ities change as we
switch conceptual frames. According to Sellars, the task of philosophy is to say what conceptual structures could evolve. We don’t
have adequate categories for the mind-body problem and we do not
have a theory that pos tu lates a different categorial struc ture. In the
Cartesian recategorization, the pinkness of physical objects became the “pinkness” of sensation not by being a different quality
but by being the same content in a different categorial form.165 The
historical controversy over the status of secondary qualities is a series of attempts to recategorize the proper-sensible features of experience.166 What does it now mean to say we see the very pinkness
of the pink ice cube? It is to say that something, somehow cubical
and pink in physical space is present other than as merely believed
in (first order) or as believed that (second order).167 As Prichard
contends,
…the moral…is that these difficulties cannot be removed by anything short of allowing that what we
call seeing or feeling a body consists in genuinely
mistaking certain sensa for a body…our reluctance
to allow this [is due to assuming] that perception in
its various forms is a particular way of knowing
something…and second, the reluctance to admit

163 Carus, 281.
164 Carus, 38.
165 Carus,73
166 Carus, 47
167 SSROP, 8.
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that colours and feelings of touch, though dependent on us as percipients, are extended.168
Of course, WS’s extended analy sis includes the character istics
that objects embedded in a perspectival world must have—Sicha’s
analysis in KTM attempts to adumbrate what they are. Simply put,
the pink is something actual which is somehow a portion of pink
stuff, somehow the sort of item which is suited to be part of the content of a physical object but it is not, in point of fact, a portion of
physical stuff.169
On occasion, WS would say that Kant’s great insight was to see
that perceptual intuition had the form
[A] is M
where [A] was the sheer re ceptive core of the ex perience (and,
therefore, non-conceptual). In terms of the discussion in ME, this
would involve the idea that in the case of the evoking of a spontaneous belief
this-cubical-chunk-of-pink132 is M170
the complex demonstrative subject forms a unique togetherness
with [A]. It would be open to the Evolutionary Naturalist like RWS
to argue that whatever ur-concepts are invoked by the subject must
have been the by-prod uct of the plasticity of the perceptual sys tem
embedded in a hostile environment. But WS was more interested in
cases like bodies which move in our egocentrically perspectival
world-view which could not be reduced without remainder through
ingenious phenomenological reduction and, therefore, remained
tables, chairs, and boats going down stream. While the remnants of
adaptive changes brought about in the Pleistocene are significant,
for one of a Kantian persuasion who thinks of vision as a construction project, watching the elevators move, despite saccadic suppression, transaccaddic memory, and the rest of evolutionary
toolbox, is an observation that is a real work of art. It’s a long way
from the big city denizen’s watch out for red lights to George of the
Jungle’s insula screaming ‘red things are ripe and edible’. WS tries
to be sensitive to both:

168 Prichard, 68.
169 Carus,91.
170 ME, 125ff.
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The difficult thing about this theory is that it holds
that we have a nat ural ten dency to make a radical
mistake. To experience sensation and to take those
sensations, as it were, to be features of external material objects. That is the most convenient way nature could think of to get us to discriminate between
objects. After all, this mistake is a useful mistake
because we would be experiencing objects in terms
of qualities which discriminate between them: some
are green, some are red, some are here, some are
there, some are circular, some are rectangular. Does
it matter that in the course of discriminating between objects, we are making this basic mistake of
taking (from a philosophical, not physical, point of
view) our perceptions to be actual constituents of
the world out there? As I said, there is no reason to
suppose that this is impossible. Let us be very careful here. I said there is a radical mistake in volved
and that was taking the sensation to be attached to a
material object. But there’s a sort of aura of truth in
here because we also believe that there is a blue
book in a certain place. And that is true. So this is a
mixture between a rad ical mistake and a humdrum
truth; our beliefs would be a curious mixture of an
exciting, surprising mistake and a humdrum
truth.171
WS’s treatment of the phenomenology of mind—consciousness in the two senses ad umbrated—resembles Kant’s treat ment of
the ding an sich in that it turns out that a great deal can be said about
such an intrinsically inaccessible item. Nonetheless, what can be
said isn’t likely to give aid and comfort to WS’s opponents:
givenness has been around a long time and isn’t like to go quietly
into that good night.
WS’s public relations problem arises because of his summary
rejection of “introspection,” “intuition,” “consciousness,” “immedi ate in tro spec tion” etc., as a 24-Karat awareness of reality, that is,
as revealing anything that would be a useful starting point for belief

171 ME, 38.
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but, in terestingly, it does not fol low that “experience at its very inception” (to use Santayana’s phrase) consists of sensations vacantly stared at by an untutored mind!172 So WS grants that
phenomenology can take us all the way to the somehow-presence
of. He grants that the ripening accumulations from evolution during
the pleistocene emerged, through the plasticity of the brain, as the
“unique togetherness” that is ultimately responsible for the
“of-ness” of thought:173
Now might it not be the case that this mental state here has both
the char ac ter of be ing a sense impression of a cube of pink and
also the charac ter, whatever it is, by virtue of which it intends
this cube the pink? It would be, in terms which I will be ex ploring later on, a kind of natural, un learned way which matures
and a ref erence, an in tend ing oc curs…but rather the sense impression is, as I put it, the very vehicle of the intend ing. (Lecture II, Perceiv ing and Percep tion 1973)

Cognitive Science is in the business of figuring out the “material aspect” of the “sensuous dialectic” that evolved—philosophy
suggests the appropriate categories.

172 See Sellars’ re mark on Santayana in the lec ture “Sci en tific Rea son and Per-

cep tion 1977.”
173 In Unamuno’s use ful met a phor.

